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IMPLEMENTATION AND FLIGHT TESTS FOR DIALS
INTRODUCTION
In the early 70's, LaRC's Terminal Configured Vehicle (TCV) program was
formulated with an overall goal Of improving the efficiency and capabilities of
transport operations (ref. I). A specific goal, in support of its broader objective,
was to increase the capabilities of autoland systems. To achieve this goal, a
research effort was begun to design, develop, and flight test an advanced autoland
system which eventually became known as the Digital Integrated Landing System
(DIALS). This is part one of a report which describes the implementation and flight
tests and presents flight test data of the DIALS.
Prior to the design phase, guidelines were formulated to establish the general
system architecture for the DIALS and to take advantage of emerging technologies.
The first guideline was to design the system using direct-digital design methods.
Such a design could be implemented in the digital flight computers (which were to be
used in future aircraft) without having to transform the control laws into the
digital or discrete domain as is necessary for analog designs. A second guideline
was to design an integrated controls system using modern control theory methods as
opposed to the classical design methods currently used by the industry. Modern con-
trol theory methods provide a means for designing multiple-input, multi-output
systems whose control commands are coordinated to assist each other during a flight
path maneuver. On the other hand, classical methods are restricted to single-input,
single-output methods. A typical problem of classical designs is that the individual
controls are not necessarily coordinated and can work against each other to reduce
the overall closed-loop system stability and performance and to introduce unnecessary
control activity. Another reason for using modern control methods was that these
methods had evolved (over a period of 20 years or more) to a level where practical
designs were considered to be achievable. However, a successful flight test of such
a system had not been achieved. Thus the design, development, and successful flight
test of a modern control design was necessary to establish this method as a useful
tool for integrated control designs. The last guideline was to use the digital navi-
gation signals of the Microwave Landing System (MLS) in the design rather than the
analog signals of the current Instrument Landing System (ILS). The MLS, being
developed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), will provide signals with
more accuracy and more volume coverage (ref. 2) than that provided by the ILS. Thus,
the MLS was to be used to provide better performance and to allow for more flexi-
bility in the final approach-to-landing path.
The design and development of DIALS is covered in references 3, 4, 5, and 6.
The basic equations with a general discussion of the DIALS control modes and flight
tests with some flight test data are presented in reference 7. The details of the
implementation of the DIALS in the flight control computers are not included. Thus,
part of this report is to provide the implementation details of the DIALS in the
flight control computers and present a more comprehensive selection of the flight
test data. Part two of the report presents the data from the last five flight tests
of the DIALS (those free of major software errors) and specifies the dif£erences in
the software system from flight to flight and run to run.
In this part of the report a general description of the DIALS and the test
vehicle will be given. Also, the sensor measurements that were used by DIALS will be
described. A discussion of the equations implemented and the modifications of these,
which were made during the flight hardware/software implementation process, follows.
Next, a description of the test procedures for a test run will be given. Finally,
the results of the flight tests will be presented and discussed _ollowed by some
concluding remarks.
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SYMBOLS LIST
Measurements
I. Sensors for Control System
roll attitude, rad
pitch attitude, rad
yaw or true heading, rad
body-mounted acceleration specific force along x-body axis, ft/sec
body-mounted acceleration specific force along y-body axis, ft/sec
body-mounted acceleration specific force along z-body axis, ft/sec
roll rate about aircraft x-body axis, rad/sec
pitch rate about aircraft y-body axis, rad/sec
yaw rate about aircraft z-body axis, rad/sec
engine pressure ratio of the number I engine
engine pressure ratio of the number 2 engine
barometric altitude, ft
radar altitude, ft
barometric altitude rate, ft/sec
position of the right forward throttle, deg
position of the left forward throttle, deg
stabilizer position, rad
6es elevator servo position, rad
right aileron servo position, tad
left aileron servo position, tad
aileron trim position, rad
Az
E£
V a
6R
6
Rtrim
MLS azimuth angle, deg
MLS elevation angle, deg
MLS range, ft
calibrated airspeed, ft/sec
rudder servo position, tad
rudder trim position, rad
2. Processed
axb acceleration along the x-body axis, ft/sec 2
azb acceleration along the z-body axis, ft/sec 2
axs acceleration along the x-stability axis, ft/sec 2
2
azs acceleration along the z-stability axis, ft/sec
T total thrust of both engines, Klbs
HBC adjustment term to account for mean-sea-level attitude of runway and
the Earth's curvature, ft
Xcg
Ycg
z
cg
MLS
XE£
YE£
ZE£
XDME
YDME
Zh R
x-coordinate of the aircraft c.g. in the MLS coordinate frame, ft
y-coordinate of the aircraft c.g. in the MLS coordinate frame, ft
z-coordinate of the aircraft c.g. in the MLS coordinate frame, ft
vertical velocity estimate from the second-order complementary filter
or test vehicle, ft/sec
vertical velocity estimate from the third order complementary filter of
test vehicle (see appendix B), ft/sec
x-ciirdubate if MLS ground elevation antenna in MLS coordinate frame, _t
y-ciirdubate if MLS ground elevation antenna in MLS coordinate frame, ft
z-ciirdubate if MLS ground elevation antenna in MLS coordinate frame, ft
x-coordinate of MLS ground DME antenna in the MLS coordinate frame, ft
y-coordinate of MLS ground DME antenna in the MLS coordinate frame, _t
z-MLS coordinate computed from radar altitude measurement, ft
3,
hR1
xGPIP
HTDC
2KN2
KZO
UOI
Ro
R c
*R/W
4.
Constants
constant to incorporate the radar altimeter measurement into MLS processing,
non-dimenional
x-coordinate of glidepath intercept point in the runway coordinate frame, ft
distance from aircraft center-of-gravity to bottom of main landing gear
wheels with gear struts extended, ft
constant to account for Earth's curvature, I/ft
constant for mean-sea-level atitude of runway, ft
constant equal to I divided by desired calibrated airspeed, sec/ft
MLS range measurement processing constant, ft
length of MLS c-band antenna cable to MLS receiver, ft
true heading of runway, rad
Additional Sensors and Variables for Plotting and Data Analysis
a n
a x
EPR
6
e
6th
6ThEsT
6ThAFT
Ah
by
A_EST
A_TK
specific force of normal accelerometer equal to the negative of fz' ft/sec2
measured specific force of longitudinal accelerometer equal to fx' ft/sec2
average of the engine pressure ratio measurements from each engine (EPRI and
EPR2), non-dimensional
measured aerodynamic sideslip, deg
elevator surface position relative to stabilizer chord plane, deg
the average of the left and right forward flight deck throttle positions
(ThRF and ThLF), deg
estimate of the throttle position equal to ZL8 + Tho, deg
the measured position of the aft flight deck throttle position, deg
the estimated altitude deviation from the desired glideslope equal to
the negative of eLx6U O, ft
estimated distance from runway centerline equal to X6Uo, ft
yaw deviation from runway centerline equal to _T - _R/W' deg
estimated yaw deviation from runway centerline equal to x2(57.3), deg
aircraft ground track angle deviation from runway centerline equal to
measured track angle from inertial navigation system minus _R/W' deg
I •
bL31
fLx..
13
XL1
XL2
XL3
XL4
XL5
XL6
xL7
XL8
XL9
f
LW..
13
WL1
WL2
wL3
WL4
WLS
WL6
wL7
_)LI
_)L3
_)L4
_L5
_)L6
VL7
Filter Variables and Parameters
Longitudinal
constant gain on elevator servo position for vertical acceleration
innovation, 1/sec
th .th
the i row j column filter gain element for the aircraft state estimation
perturbed pitch estimate, rad
perturbed normalized inertial speed component along the the x-stability
axis, non-dimensional
perturbed inertial alpha, rad
perturbed pitch rate, rad/sec
normalized inertial runway x-axis component, sec
normalized inertial runway z-axis component, sec
perturbed thrust, Klbs
perturbed throttle position, deg
perturbed stabilizer position, rad
th .th
the i row 3 column filter gain element for wind state estimation
normalized wind gust component along the z-body axis, non-dimensional
wind gust state, non-dimensional
wind gust state, non-dimensional
normalized wind gust compinent along the x-body axis, non-dimensional
normalized steady state wind along the x-body axis, non-dimensional
normalized steady state wind along the z-body axis, non-dimensional
-I
normalized shear wind component along the x-body axis, sec
pitch innovation, tad
x position innovation, sec
z position innovation, sec
barometric altitude innovation, sec
vertical velocity innovation, non-dimensional
-I
vertical acceleration innovation, sec
_L8 airspeed innovation, non-dimensional
-I
_L9 longitudinal acceleration innovation, sec
YLI incremental pitch measurement, rad
YL2 pitch rate measurement, rad/sec
YL3 measured x distance from the GPIP normalized by Uo, sec
YL4 MLSmeasured z distance above the touchdown point normalized by Uo, sec
YL5 barometric altitude measured z distance above the touchdownpoint
normalized by Uo, sec
YL6 processed vertical velocity measurementnormalized by Uo, non-dimensional
YL7 processed acceleration measurementalong the z-stability axis normalized
-Iby Uo, sec
YL8 processed calibrated airspeed measurementnormalized by Uo, non-dimensional
-I
YL9 acceleration measurementalong the x-stability axis normalized by Uo, sec
2. Lateral
b31
v 1
v 2
v 5
_6
Yl
Y2
Y5
Y6
x 1
x 2
×3
x 4
x 5
constant gain aileron servo position for lateral acceleration
inovation, I/sec
roll innovation, tad
yaw innovation, tad
y position innovation, sec
-I
lateral acceleration innovation, sec
measured roll attitude, tad
measured yaw from runway heading, tad
measured y distance from runway centerline, sec
-I
processed lateral acceleration measurement, sec
estimated roll attitude, rad
estimated yaw attitude from runway heading, tad
estimated inertial sideslip, non-dimensional
estimated roll rate about the x-stability axis, rad/sec
estimated roll rate about the z-stability axis, rad/sec
x6
x7
f
X..
13
w I
w 2
w 3
w 4
w 5
w 6
f
W..
13
3.
LEB
IEBij
LES
I
ESij
estimated y distance from the runway centerline, sec
-measured perturbed rudder position, rad
th
the i th row _ column filter gain for aircraft state estimation
estimated normalized gust component about the z-body axis, non-dimensional
-I
gust state variable, sec
estimated rotational gust component about the z-body axis, rad/sec
estimated rotational gust component about the x-body axis, rad/sec
normalized steady state wind alonq the y-body axis, non-dimensional
normalized shear wind along the y-body axis, sec
th
the i th row 3 column filter gain for wind state estimation
Euler Transformations
estimated roll attitude, rad
estimated pitch attitude, rad
estimated yaw attitue from runway heading, rad
3 x 3 Euler transformation matrix, body to Earth axis
.th matrixthe i th row 3 column component of the LEB
3 × 3 Euler transformation matrix, stability to Earth axis
.th th
the i row 3 column component of the LES matrix
4. General
F x
Fw
gain matrix for Kalman Filter aircraft states
gain matrix for Kalman Filter wind states
^
X third-order complementary filter estimate of the x-coordinate in the MLS
frame, ft
third-order complementary filter estimate of the y-coordinate in the MLS
frame, ft
third-order complementary filter estimate of the z-coordinate in the MLS
frame, ft
_c' 6c
gk
Agk
EZ5
&V F
EZ3
hLx f 3
hLxf4
hLxf6
X a
T_D
h''
b g I !
z e
ZL1
ZL2
ZL3
ZL4
ZL6
X
constants for alpha-beta filters used to smooth aircraft rotational body
rates, nondimensional
Guidance and Control Variables and Parameters
I. Longitudinal
counter variable for the flare airspeed command easy-on
incremental change per iteration of the counter variable for flare airspeed
command easy-on
flare airspeed command easy-on value, non-dimensional
perturbed airspeed command for flare, non-dimensional
flare gain increase easy-on value, non-dimensional
constant flare gain increase factor on inertial alpha or normalized velocity
along the z-stability axis
constant flare gain increase factor on vertical position error
constant flare gain increase factor on vertical position error
flare x distance argument, sec
tangent of the instantaneous flare flight path angle
-I
desired vertical acceleration along flare trajectory, sec
derivative of h'', sec -2
desired perturbed altitude from the glideslope, sec
desired perturbed pitch attitude, tad
desired perturbed inertial speed along the x-stability axis, non-dimensional
desired perturbed inertial alpha, non-dimensional
desired perturbed pitchrate, rad/sec
desired perturbed altitude from the nominal glideslope path (positive down),
sec
desired perturbed inertial velocity along runway centerline (positive in
direction of landing), non-dimensional
nL1 command pitch rate due to cross-coupling and second order effects, rad/sec
qL2 commanded acceleration along the x-stability axis due to cross-coupling and
second order effects, sec -I
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rlL3
nL5
nL6
_L1
_L2
_L3
_L4
_L6
EZ7
EZ4
GF3
eLx I
eLx 2
eLx3
eLx 4
e
Lx6
eLx 7
Lx8
eLx9
Z
INT
h
Lxij
hLwij
hLzi9
hL_ij
hzTi
commanded acceleration along the z-stability axis, due to cross-coupling an,l
second order effects, sec -I
predicted velocity along runway centerline, non-dimensional
commanded velocity along z-stability axis du_ to cross-coupling and second
order effects and predicted velocity, sec
commanded pitch rate due to trajectory changes, rad/sec
commanded acceleration along x-stability axis due to trajectory changes,
-I
sec
commanded vertical acceleration due to trajectory changes, sec -I
-I
-commanded pitch acceleration due to trajectory changes, sec
commanded vertical velocity (positive down) due to trajectory changes,
non-dimensional
glideslope easy-on value for vertical velocity command
glideslope easy-on value for gain increase
glideslope gain increase factor
error from desired pitch attitude, rad
error from desired inertial speed along x-stability axis, non-dimensional
error from desired inertial angle of attack, tad
error from desired pitchrate, rad/sec
vertical position error from desired trajectory (positive down), sec
error from trim thrust, K ibs
error from trim throttle position, deg
error from trim stabilizer position, deg
2
integral of the vertical error, eLx6, sec
feedback gain for the i
feedback gain for the i
feedback gain for the i
feedback gain for the i
feedback gain for the i
integrator, ZiN T
th
control and the j
th
control and the j
th
control and the j
th
control and the j
th
error signal
th
wind estimate component
th
desired path state
th
commanded rate error state
th
control on the vertical path error
hzpi
thfeedback gain for the i control on the vertical gain programmedas a
function of distance to touchdown
u
cL 1
elevator position command, rad
U
cL2
stabilizer rate command, rad/sec
UcL 3 throttle rate command, deg/sec
6
ec
i
elevator servo position command, deg
6
q_]c throttle servo rate command, deg/sec
hf desired altitude to engage flare mode, ft
hLx3(i) contains initial values of feedback gains, hLxi3 , at start of flare
for i = I, 2, and 3
hLx4(i) contains initial values of feedback gains, hLxi4 , at start of flare
for i = I, 2, and 3
hLx6(i) contains initial values of feedback gains, hLxi6 , at start at flare
for i = 1, 2, and 3
AVFR rate of change of desired airspeed during flare, ft/sec 2
AVFD change in desired airspeed per controls update cycle during flare, ft/sec
AVFL maximum allowed change to airspeed command during flare, ft/sec
hl/2P I/2 of the desired x-coordinate distance traveled during the vertical
acceleration period during flare, sec
hFL R normalized flare height constant (HFLRF/Uo), sec
HFLR F selectable flare height trajectory constant, ft
XFLR F selectable x-coordinate distance from glidepath intercept point (GPIP)
to desired touchdown point, ft
XFLR normalized touchdown point distance (XFLRF/Uo), sec
T¥ o
tangent of the desired glideslope angle, non-dimensional
TyTD
constant equal to the tangent of the desired qlideslope angle for touchdown
of the final segment of the flare trajectory, non-dimensional
Axf a constant flare trajectory distance normalized by u o (hl/2P - XFLR), sec
xf flare trajectory distance parameter
CWBI1,CWBI4,CWB15,CWB16 constants used to compute desired inertial speed deviation
from estimated winds
I0
ex5
ex6
ex7
YINT
G
Y
#INT
_INT
h
X..
13
h
W..
13
h_
13
h
YINTi
h_iNTi
h_INT,
l
Ucl
Uc2
6
ac
RC
6
RC
hDC
DECRAB
Aez
a_
A_
axij
JLGN
error in desired yaw rate about the z-stability axis, rad/sec
error in the desired position deviation perpendicular to the runway
centerline, sec
rudder position deviation from trim, tad
integral of the error in2desired position deviation perpendicular to the
runway centerline, sec
gain factor on error in desired position deviation perpendicular to runway
centerline
integral of the perturbed roll attitude, sec
integral of the perturbed yaw attitude, sec
th th
feedback galn for the i control and j error signal
.th th
feedback galn for the i control and j estimated wind component
th th
feedback galn for the i control and j command rate error state
.th
feedback galn for the i control on lateral position error integrator
th
feedback galn for the i control on the roll integrator
feedback galn for the i th control on the yaw integrator
aileron position command, rad
rudder rate command, rad/sec
aileron servo position command, deg
rudder servo rate command, deg/sec
rudder servo position command, deg
desired altitude to engage decrab mode, ft
logical to indicate if decrab mode is engaged
constant gain for decrab easy-on factor EZ1
constant gain factor on desired roll-rate command
constant gain factor on desired yaw-rate command
constants gains to compute desired rate of change of the i th
desired trajectory parameter, _zi' from the jth trajectory parameters,
zj
logical to indicate if localize track mode is engaged
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d31,d41,d51 constant gains used in computation of desired lateral path trajectory
parameters due to wind disturbances
hF6
JPHINT
upper limit of localizer gain factor, Gy k
logical to indiate if roll integrator is engaged
_Lim maximum commanded bank angle during decrab, rad
a
constant filter gain for aileron command
Uimin mainimum value of i lateral command
Uimax maximum value of i lateral command
AI,A2,A3 hysteresis constants used in computation of aileron command
3. General
C X output aircraft state prediction matrix
C w output wind state prediction matrix
discrete control transition matrix
H
x
feedback gain matrix for aircraft states
H w feedback gain matrix for wind states
H Z
feedback gain matrix for trajectory states
feedback gain matrix for prediction states
e k aircraft state error vector
SWTC one-half second easy-on factor used to turn on elevator or aileron command
at giideslope capture or localizer capture
6T constant equal to the increment of time between discrete equation
updates, sec
Prediction Variables
I. Longitudinal
^
XLi
_Lij
7Lij
Y
Lwi i
th
predicted value of the i state component
constants used to compute the i th predicted longitudinal aircraft state
from the jth estimated aircraft state, XLj
th .th
element of the i row, ] column of the control transition matrix for
predicted aircraft state update
• th
,'l_ment of th,t i th row, I c,_lumn ,,F thn win,] Fr4nr:i_ion mafriz f,,r lh,.
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_Lij
WLi
_Lw..
bL1
A
bL5
A
bL6
A
bL7
bL9
fLb..
^ 13
YL6
^
YL7
YL8
YL9
CLxij
constants used to compute the ith predicted longitudinal aircraft state
form the jth cross-couplinq and second-order command terms, n
13
predicted value of the i th wind state component
th .th
element of the i row, 3 column of the wind state transition matrix
estimate of bias in the barometric altitude measurement, sec
estimate of bias in the barometric altitude measurement, sec
estimate of the bias in the vertical velocity measurement, non-dimensional
-I
estimate of the bias in the normal accelerometer measurement, sec
-I
estimate of the bias in the longitudinal accelerometer measurement, sec
th .th
element of the i row, 3 column of the bias estimation matrix
predicted vertical velocity measurement, non-dimensional
-I
predicted normal accelerometer measurement, sec
predicted calibrated airspeed measurement, non-dimensional
-I
predicted longitudinal accelerometer measurement, sec
constants used to compute the predicted i th longitudinal measurement
from the j predicted longitudinal aircraft state
CLwij constants used to compute the i th predicted longitudinal measurement
from the jth predicted longitudinal wind state
2. Lateral
A
x I
X
2
A
x 3
x 4
^
x5
^
x 6
x 7
i]
13
predicted roll attitude, rad
predicted yaw deviation from runway heading, rad
predicted inertial sideslip, non-dimensional
predicted roll rate, rad/sec
predicted yaw rate, rad/sec
predicted lateral position deviation from runway centerline, sec
predicted rudder position from trim
element of the i th .throw, 3 column of the aircraft state transition matrix
for the predicted aircraft state update
th .th
element of the i row, j column of the control transition matrix for
predicted aircraft state update
ij
13
^
W.
1
W..
^ i]
b_
^
b_
bf
Y
g_
g_
gf
^ y
Y6
nL6
n
^
A
Cxij
Cwij
th .th
element of the i row, j column of the wind transition matrix for
predicted aircraft state update
th .th
element of the i row, 3 column of the cross-coupling and second-order
effects transition matrix for aircraft predicted state update
.th
the i predicted wind state
th .th
element of the i row, 3 column of the wind state transition matrix
estimated bias in the roll attitude measurement, tad
estimated bias in the yaw attitude measurement, tad
-I
estimated bias in the lateral accelerometer measurement, sec
gain for the roll bias estimate
gain for the yaw bias estimate
gain for the lateral accelerometer bias estimate
predicted lateral position deviation from runway centerline, sec
predicted rate of change altitude due to nonlinear effects, nondimensional
estimated altitude above the touchdown point, ft
predicted sideslip parameter, non-dimensional
predicted sideslip parameter, non-dimensional
command constants used to compute the predicted ith lateral measurement
from the j predicted aircraft lateral state
constants used to compute the i th predicted lateral measurements from
the jth lateral predicted wind state
3o
^
£ESij
^
^
A
General
A A A
the i j element computed from predicted attitudes (_,8,_) of a matrix to
transfer vectors from the stability axes to the F_rth reference axes
predicted roll attitude, tad
predicted pitch attitude, rad
predicted yaw deviation from runway centerline, rad
U
O
WEITO
Initialization Parameters
selected reference calibrated airspeed, ft/sec
aircraft empty fuel weight, Ibs/10
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Yo selected glideslope angle, tad
o trim angle of attack, rad
0
o trim pitch attitude, rad
To trim engine thrust, K ibs
Th
o trim throttle position, deg
so trim stabilizer position, rad
HFLR F height of flare path above selected touchdown point, ft
XFLR F distance of selected touchdown point from the glideslope intercept point, ft
TyTD tangent of desired flight path angle at touchdown
hf calculated desired flare altitude, sec
h !
GSC desired altitude to engage glideslope capture mode, sec -I
!
aGSCi constants used in the computation of hGS C
Pw 4 selectable constant havin_ a value between 0 and I used for initializing
predicted wind states WL4 and WL5
YLoc desired distance from runway centerline to engage localizer capture
mode, sec -I
TFQ total fuel quantity, ibs
al,a2,a3,bl,b2,b3, computed constants ued to determine trim inertial angle of
attack, So, and trim thrust, T o
perturbed inertial velcoity along x-stability axis computed during
pre-capture, non-dimensional
_I k computed inertial sideslope used during pre-capture
_k computed inertial angle of attack used during pre-capture
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM AND TEST VEHICLE
The DIALS is a complete digital autoland system consisting of a longitudinal and
a lateral control law. The form of each control law is essentially the same and tht_
the functional blocks shown in figure I represent both control laws. Each control
law consists of a fixed gain fullstate Kalman filter which processess innovations--
the differences between sensor measurements and predicted measurements. Each con-
tains a guidance algorithm which calculates guidance errors from the Kalman filter
estimates and desired flight path trajectory commands (e.g., desired glideslope
angle, desired calibrated airspeed). Finally, both control laws have a control
algorithm which computes the servo commands needed to drive the guidance errors to
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zero. The commandsof the longitudinal control algorithm are elevator position,
6ec, stabilizer rate, _sc, and throttle rate, _Thc" The commandsof.the
lateral control algorithm are aileron position, 6ac, and rudder rate, 6RC.
Each control law was designed independent of the other; but for the implementa-
tion some cross coupling of the variables was used for each control law in the
processing of the innovations and the desired flight path trajectory commands to
account for some second order effects (e.g., the effect of roll on lift).
Each control law has three control modes. Those of the longitudinal law are
glideslope capture, glideslope track, and flare. These modes were designed to
operate with standard and steeper glideslopes (the pilot selects a glideslope between
2.5 and 5.5 degrees prior to system engagement). The control modes for the lateral
law were localizer capture, localizer track, and decrab. The localizer capture mode
was designed to provide satisfactory capture for ground intercept track angles
between 0 and 60 degrees of runway centerline.
The test vehicle, shown in figure 2, was a small twin-jet commercial-type air-
craft (ref. 8). It was especially equipped for flight test research of advanced
navigation, guidance, and control laws and advanced displays. The aircraft was
equipped with an aft research cockpit slightly forward of midship, triplicate flight
control computers, a navigation computer, a display computer to drive electronic
attitude and map displays, triplex inertial navigation systems and central air data
computers, triplex sensors for the primary control variables, and a data recording
system which stored in excess of 200 variables on magnetic tape. Of these variables
forty-eight were software selectable internal flight control computer variables.
Also located within the vehicle were test stations to monitor the computers, dis-
plays, and recording systems during the flight experiment.
CONTROL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Sensor Measurements
A total of twenty-four sensor measurements were input to the control system.
The longitudinal control system used seventeen of these measurements and the lateral
used nine. Some signals were used in both systems. The signals input to the system
were as follows:
Pitch (@), roll (#), and yaw (_T) attitudes were obtained from the Inertial
Navigation System (INS) gimballed platforms. The pitch and roll were taken directly
from the synchro outputs of the INS and thus were actually, respectively, sin 8
and sin #.
Roll rate (p), pitch rate (q), and yaw rate (r) were used from standard rate
gyro's.
Specific forces in the aircraft body axes (fx, fy, fz ) were obtained from a set
of 3 accelerometers mounted near the aircraft's center-of-gravity. The specific
force along the x body axis, fx' was from the longtudinal accelerometer, and the
specific force along the y body axis, f was from the lateral accelerometer. The
output of the normal accelerometer has i{s output biased so that it has a zero output
for steady level flight. In other words, the one g of gravity acting on the
accelerometer in level flight was biased out. This accelerometer also gives a
positive output for acceleration upward. Thus in order to get a right-handed
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coordinate frame of specific forces for rotation to other axes and to properly
account for gravity in the rotations, one g was added to the normal accelerometer
output and then the negative of that quantity was obtained to give specific force
along the z body axis, f z
Engine pressure ratios from the right and left engines, ERPI and EPR2,were
obtained from synchro outputs of engine sensors.
Barometric altitude, hB, altitude rate, hB' and calibrated airspeed, Va, were
obtained from the central air data computers (CADC).
Radio altitude, hR, was input from the radio altimeter.
The elevator servo position, 6 was taken from the LVDToutput of thees'
elevator servo and the stabilizer position, s, was determined from the output of the
trim potentiometer used for an autotrim algorithm of the test aircraft.
The left and right throttle positions (ThRF, ThLF) were from outputs of
potentiometers mounted on the left and right throttle lever mechanisms.
The right aileron servo position, 6a , was taken from the LVDToutput of the
"A" hydraulic system and the left aileron _ervo position, 6aB, was taken from theLVDToutput of the "B" hydraulic system.
Three MLSsignals--the elevation signal, E£, the azimuth signal, Az, and the
range or DMEsignal, R --were used as a position measurement. These signals were
not input directly to the DIALSsoftware. Instead, they were transformed to obtain
x, y, and z componentsof a right-handed coordinate frame. These components were
then input to the DIALS processing. The details of these transformations are given
in appendix B.
For reasons which will be discussed later, filtered vertical velocity from the
MLS processing software, hMLS was made available to the DIALS software in place of
hB by a software switch. The MLS vertical velocity is the output of a third-order
complementary filter (see appendix B) which is driven by the z component of the run-
way coordinate frame, mentioned above, and the vertical acceleration derived from the
transformed body-mounted accelerometers.
Discussion of Implemented Equations
The DIALS system of equations (a modern multi-input, multi-output) control
theory design) is a set of matrix equations plus the logical expressions required to
engage and transition between the various control modes. For the computer simula-
tions used during the DIALS design and development phase, these equations were imple-
mented largely with matrix operation subroutines. However, for the flight test
implementation, such an implementation was not possible due to flight computer limi-
tations and real-time constraints. The flight computers were fixed-point 16-bit
machines and were not suited to handle matrix operations efficiently. Thus, the
matrix equations were broken down into individual element-by-element multiply and add
operations. In addition, due to the fixed-point machine, variables were appropri-
ately scaled to meet range and round-off error requirements--the method for determin-
ing round-off error requirements is discussed in reference 7.
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The specific equations implemented are given in appendix A. The appendix also
includes the scaling of the variables, a flow chart of the equations and logic, and
tables specifying values of the constants that were used in the test flights. The
general equations which summarize the calculations done within the flight control
computers are given below and are written in vector and matrix form for conciseness.
The calculations were executed once for the lateral control law and once for the
longitudinal control law for each DIALS update cycle which was 0.1 seconds. The
general equations are:
Measurement Innovation Computations
v
k = Yk - Yk
where Yk is a processed measurement vector,
and vk ks an innovation vector.
Yk is a predicted measurement vector,
Steady-State Kalman Filter Computations
x k
Wk = wk +
LES = LEBLBS
A
where x k and xk ^are respectively the estimated and predicted aircraft state
vectors, w k and w k are respectively the estimated and predicted wind state
vectors, F and F are constant matrices, L is the aircraft stability axis to
earth axis _runway w ESframe) transformation matrix, LEB is the aircraft body axis to
earth axis transformation matrix, and LBS the aircraft stability axis to aircraft
body axis transformation matrix.
Guidance Variables Computations
Zk = Cz Zk-1 + _k-1
_k = f(x,z)
qk = f(x)
e k = x k - zk
2O
, is a matrix with timewhere z and _k are desired path commandvectors #z
varying _erms, _k. is a vector containing non-linear second-order cross-coupling
effects, and ek is the trajectory error vector.
Control Law Command Computations
u k = -Hx e k -H w w k - Hz Zk - H_ (_k - nk) + added terms
where u k is the control command vector; the added terms are integrator feedback and
flare trajectory terms, and H x, H w, H z and H_ are matrices.
Prediction Computations
Xk+I = k + r uk + rwWk +,n k
A
Wk+1 = #w Wk
A A
bk+ I = bk + F b v k
Yk+1 = C + Cx Xk+1 w Wk+1 bk+1
where^ x k and w k are respectively the predicted aircraft state and wind vectors,
bk is a vector of measurement bias estimates, and #, r rw' _' _w Fb, C x and C
are matrices. ' ' ' w
All the DIALS equations were executed during two major frames within the flight
computers--filtering and control commands in one frame and aircraft state and mea-
surement predictions in the other. The DIALS was designed to be updated every
100 msec whereas the time for one major flight computer frame was 49.152 msec or
98.304 msec for two major frames. The effects of this time difference from the
design time is small and is discussed in reference 7.
Control Law Implementation Modifications
Most of the modifications of the control law required for flight testing and
those made to improve performance were accomplished in nonlinear batch simulations
which were good representations of the test aircraft, engine dynamics, and control
servos. However, one significant modification was made during ground testing of the
flight software and another of less significance was made during flight testing.
During real-time simulation ground testing in the Experimental Avionics System
Integration Laboratory (EASILY), the elevator and servo commands were modified to
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make the system insensitive to transport delays encountered in the EASILY. Tests
showedthat somesignals had an average delay of 100 msecwith peak delays reaching
200 msec. The delays arose because the digital flight control computers and digital
aircraft simulation computer operated asynchronously and could not be synchronized.
Although the maximumtransport delays on the aircraft were only expected to be
30 msec, the control laws were modified to make them insensitive to 100 msec
delays. The insensitivity was achieved by a simple modification of the original
elevator and aileron control commands while maintaining system stability (see ref. 7
for analysis) as follows:
=_6 + u
Ck Ck- I c
where u is the original unmodified command, 6 is the previous modified
c _k-command, 6 the current modified command and _s a constant (_ = 0.24758 for
ck
the elevator command and e = 0.170355 for the aileron command used for all test
flights).
The modification made during flight testing was to replace the barometric sink
rate signal (vertical velocity) from the central air data computer with an estimate
of vertical velocity from a third-order complementary filter (see appendix B). The
modification was necessary because of the poor signal quality of the measured baro-
metric sink rate for the test flights. The peak errors reached 30-40 ft/sec which
was at least an order of magnitude higher than that used for design of the DIALS
Kalman filter. The noise design values were more appropriate for cruise configura-
tion of the test aircraft. The noise on this signal increases dramatically when the
aircraft is in a landing configuration (flaps and gear down) and particularly in
turbulent wind conditions. Thus to avoid redesign of the Kalman filter, the baromet-
ric sink rate signal was simply replaced with the filtered vertical velocity signal
after simulation tests showed satisfactory operation of DIALS with the filtered
signal.
During the EASILY tests, second-order digital prefilters described in appendix C
were implemented in the flight computers to filter the body-mounted accelerometer
measurements. These were implemented to prevent aliasing. In the early EASILY
tests, aliasing was considered as a possible contributor to the instabilities which
later were found to be caused by the transport delays. However, the prefilters were
left in the flight computers and were available upon activation of a software switch.
They were activated on one test run which will be discussed later.
First-order low-pass software-selectable digital filters were also coded to
remove noise from the body rate measurements during the EASILY tests. However, the
filters were not used in the flight tests since the EASILY tests showed that the
filters caused a performance degradation after the modification for the transport
delay was implemented.
On one run of a flight test, several gains were set to zero in the longitudinal
control law. This test was made to verify simulation tests showing that zeroing the
gains would not affect performance. The zeroing of the gains would result in elimi-
nation of several multiply and add operations reducing code and real-time require-
ments. These tests supported efforts to develop a "simplified" version of the DIALS.
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FLIGHTTESTDESCRIPTION
The flight tests were conducted at Wallops Flight Center (WFC)on Runway22 (the
runway which has an MLSinstallation). Prior to a DIALS test run, the aircraft first
proceeded to a calibration test point on Runway22 (test point No. 12, 1000 ft from
the stop end of Runway22). The aircraft's vertical stabilizer, which had a laser
tracking cube mounted on it, was positioned over this point to calibrate the WFC
FPS-16 radar/laser tracking system. After calibration of the tracking system, the
aircraft taxied to test point No. 74 for calibration and functional checks of the
MLS. The aircraft's cockpit, which had the MLSC-band receiving antenna mounted
above it, was positioned over this test point and the MLSsignals were observed and
recorded. The bias error on the MLSrange or DMEsignal was computedand entered
into the flight computer; then, on subsequent flight test runs, the bias was
subtracted from the DMEmeasurements. After the calibrations, the aircraft flew to
the area to begin a DIALS test run. Upon arriving in the test area, the desired
glideslope angle was entered into the flight computer (in a fully operational system
the pilot would enter or select the desired glideslope). The pilot then positioned
the aircraft at the desired flight level and ground track intercept angle specified
for the test run using a velocity control-wheel-steering (VCWS)modeof the
autopilot. (The general vertical and lateral path profiles for the flight tests are
shown in fig. 3.) Whenthe pilot achieved the desired flight level and ground track
intercept angle, the pilot selected the desired reference calibrated airspeed for the
landing on the modecontrol panel and, if not already engaged, engaged the calibrated
airspeed hold mode. The desired ground track angle and flight level were then auto-
matically maintained by the autopilot engaged in the VCWSmadeuntil engagementof
the DIALS localizer and glideslope capture modes. After localizer and glideslope
engagements, the aircraft flew to touchdown controlled automatically by the DIALS
control laws. At touchdown, the system was automatically disengaged and the safety
pilots then took control of the flight. The safety pilots then performed a nosewheel
letdown and executed a touch-and-go in preparation for a subsequent test run.
FLIGHTTESTRESULTS
Selected time history plots of data from the test runs of the last five DIALS
flights (R353, R355, R357, R361, and R364) will be presented in this section to show
the performance of each of the control modesof the DIALS--localizer capture,
localizer track, decrab, glideslope capture, glideslope track, and flare.
Localizer Capture
The DIALSbegins the capture of the localizer (runway centerline) according to
its capture criteria logic. The criteria is a function of the distance of the air-
craft from the centerline (by), aircraft true heading (_), track angle (_TK), and
estimated winds (w_). Localizer captures were performed in various wind conditions
and track angles r_lative to the runway centerline. Figure 4 shows the capture
performance for intercept angles from 20 degrees to 50 degrees which were performed
on successive runs of test Flight R355. The data for deviation from runway center-
line (_y) shows that the capture overshoot increases with increasing intercept angles
from no overshoot for a 20 degree intercept to about 50 feet for a 50 degree inter-
cept. Figure 5 shows a 30 degree intercept angle capture approaching from the left
side (facing runway) and figure 6 shows 30 degree intercept angle capture approaching
from the right side, both in the presence of a 12 knot crosswind. The overshoot of
the runway centerline is small in both cases and the yaw attitude (_) achieves the
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proper crab angle in a smoothmanner (without oscillation) which is attributed to the
good estimation of the runway crosswinds.
Localizer Tracking
The localizer tracking modemaintains the aircraft on the runway centerline with
the proper crab angle in crosswinds while holding the roll attitude at zero or wings
level attitude. The plots of figure 5 illustrate the system's ability to maintain
the above conditions and, in addition, show the response to a crosswind shear. The
shear begins at 100 seconds into the run, and is characterized by the crosswind
decreasing to zero over a small altitude distance (a shear wind of 8 knots/100 ft).
A drift off runway centerline was induced by this shear of approximately 30 ft, but
the aircraft was corrected back to centerline within 10 seconds after the shear
stopped. The good tracking performance of the system in the presence of gust winds
is illustrated in the plots of figure 7. In the period of 60 to 95 seconds, the
crosswinds magnitude changed four times--each change of approximately 10 knots. The
maximum excursion from centerline during these gust encounters was 30 ft.
Decrab
The function of the decrab mode is to align the aircraft's true heading to that
of the runway in the presence of crosswinds by performing a sideslip maneuver.
Examination of the roll angle, _, and the heading or yaw angle relative to the
runway, _, (see figs. 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d)) near the end of the runs illustrates the
maneuver and the variable, by, shows the good tracking performance achieved during
the maneuvers for crosswind magnitudes of 6 knots. For high crosswinds of 18 to
20 knots, the DIALS decrabed the aircraft, but limiting occurred on both the aircraft
bank angle (limited to 5 degrees for safe clearance of engine pod and wing tip at
touchdown) and the rudder position (see figs. 7(a) and 7(b)). The rudder limiting
was set on the test vehicle as a function of dynamic pressure sensed in the elevator
servo system to a value low enough to permit the safety pilots some remaining
authority to override the automatic system commands.
Glideslope Capture
The objective of the glideslope capture mode was to capture the glideslope with
low overshoot and low settling time for pilot-selected glideslopes between 2.5 to
5.5 degrees. The last test flight (R364) contained a series of four consecutive runs
in which the glideslope was increased from 3 to 5 degrees. The flight test data for
3, 4, 4.5, and 5 degree glideslopes is shown, respectively, in figures 8, 9, 10, and
I_. The winds for these runs were high. The steady headwind component was 10 to
12 knots and the steady crosswind component was 18 to 20 knots. In addition to the
steady wind, rapidly changing gusts of 8 to 10 knots were encountered (e.g., see the
airspeed, Va, of fig. 8(a) at 110 to 120 seconds).
The start of the capture is shown in the figures when the DIALS elevator
command, u -I' and throttle rate command, u , become active. The capturecb L3
completion occurs essentially when the glides_ope error, dh, reaches zero for the
first time. The capture time for all cases was less than 10 seconds and the maximum
value of the first crossover of the glideslope error was 10 feet (see glideslope
error, Ah, of figs. 8(b), 9(b), _0(b), and 11(b)).
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In a non-gusty wind condition, the glideslope capture is normally initiated by a
commandedreduction in throttle and a coordinated small positive commanded elevator
deflection for pitchdown; however, in gusty conditions these control commands may
change considerably due to the feedback of estimated winds and aircraft states to the
control law. For example, note in figure 9, that there was no initial positive
elevator deflection and that the throttle rate command became positive after a small
initial negative value. In this case, the control law was adjusting for a decreasing
headwind condition occurring during the capture (see V of fig. 9(a)).
a
The glideslope capture criteria was designed to adjust for different initial
aircraft conditions. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate this adjustment capability.
Figure 12 shows the capture of a 3 degree glideslope while the aircraft was descend-
ing (approximately 4 ft/sec). Since the throttle was at the position required for
the 3 degree glideslope tracking, the control did not command a throttle decrease.
Only a small initial positive elevator command was required to initiate the capture
which was completed smoothly without overshoot. Figure 13 shows a 4.5 degree glide-
slope capture for the aircraft climbing (approximately 12 ft/sec) at capture initi-
ation. For this case, a large throttle decrease was commanded along with a positive
elevator command and, as before, the capture was completed smoothly with low
overshoot.
/
Glideslope Tracking
The glideslope tracking mode maintains the aircraft along the selected glide-
slope while controlling the calibrated airspeed to the chosen reference speed. The
DIALS achieves airspeed control indirectly by commanding a desired inertial speed
which is computed by subtracting the estimated headwind from the selected reference
airspeed. The control is illustrated in the plots of calibrated airspeed, V , and
desired inertial speed, U + z , of figure 11. At 73 seconds, a headwind gdst
o L
occurs increasing the airspeed w_ile, at the same time, the desired inertial speed
begins to decrease. At 78 seconds, the throttle rate command responds to the
decreasing desired inertial speed. Examination of the airspeed data in figures 8
through 11 shows that its nominal value was 4 to 5 knots above the reference speed
(the middle value on the y-axis for airspeed, V , is the desired reference airspeed)
with peak deviations from the nominal of +5 knot_.
Glideslope tracking performance in wind gusts of 8 to 10 knots is shown in the
plot of glideslope error, _h, of figures 8 through 13. These plots can be compared
to the plot of _h in figure 14 which is typical of the glideslope performance for
mild wind conditions. For the gusty wind conditions, the peak glideslope error devi-
ations generally do not exceed 10 feet; but, in the data of figure 8, a peak glide-
slope error of 20 feet occurred around 90 seconds apparently due to strong vertical
up and down wind gusts that began around 90 seconds. Note that at 80 seconds, the
aircraft is rising above the glideslope while both controls are in a direction to
reduce the glideslope error. The elevator is going positive to pitch the aircraft
down while the throttle is reducing. The airspeed, V , does not show a siqniicant
a
increase at that point, but the normal acceleration signal, an, does show an upward
acceleration indicating the presence of a vertical gust. Some sensitivity of the
elevator command to certain gusts is shown in figure 8. At around 95 to 105 seconds,
sharp headwind gusts were encountered (see V of fig. 8) which induced some
oscillatory behaviour in the elevator commandafor 3 to 5 seconds.
For mild wind conditions (relatively steady winds and low frequency gusts),
represented by the plots of figure 14, peak glideslope errors do not exceed 5 feet
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(see the plot Ah). The wind conditions for the data of figure 14 consisted of a
6 knot headwind componentand an initial 12-13 knot crosswind componentwhich
gradually reduced to zero at low altitude (350 to 400 feet). Note that, similar to
the gusty wind conditions, the airspeed control for mild wind conditions also has
about a 5 knot positive bias.
The glideslope performance mayhave been affected by a lag in the throttle
response to the throttle command. The lag which was identified in the flight data
but not included in the design or simulation development occurred between the forward
throttles, which directly drive the engine fuel flow valves, and the aft throttles
which drive the forward throttles. The aft throttles are driven by the integrated
throttle rate command, UcL3. An examination of 6thEsT of figure 14(c), which is
the average position of the forward throttles, and the aft throttle position,
6Th , shows lags between the respective peaks and valleys of this data. For someAFTpeaNsand valleys, the lag can be characterized as a pure lag and for others it
appears more like hysteresis. This lag can also be identified in figure 14(b) by
examination of the throttle rate command, uCL3, and the throttle position, 6Th. At
120 seconds uCL 3 is negative, but 6Th does not move in the negative direction
until at least a l-second delay. The lag, in general, could be characterized as a
one second lag. The slow oscilatory motion of the throttle in figure 14(b)
(_20 second time period) may be due to this unmodeled lag. Simulation studies which
could quantify the effects of the lag have not been performed.
The elevator activity before the DIALS glideslope capture (control by non-DIALS
commands) and its activity immediately after capture appears to be about the same for
the data of figures 8(b), 9(b), 10(b), 11(b), and 14(b) (see plot); but in the data
of figures 12 and 13, more elevator activity occurs immediately after glideslope
capture. Figures 12 and 13 represent data from an earlier flight (Flight R357, runs
7R and _R) than the data of the figures discussed above. On the earlier flight, the
gain on pitch rate feedback (h ..) was -2.0 compared to -2.2 for the later flights.
The lower gain may have causedb_n_reased elevator activity; but the possibility of an
unintentional increase in the glideslope tracking gains by an erroneous easy-on
function seems more likely to have caused the increased activity.
Flare
The general objective of the flare mode is to transition the aircraft from the
selected glideslope condition, whether a standard or steep one, to an acceptable
touchdown condition. The DIALS flare mode achieves this condition by following a
flare path from the glideslope to a specified touchdown point (a selectable param-
eter) on the runway. Upon selection of the desired glideslope, flare path parameters
are set to generate a desired vertical path profile (altitude versus distance) during
the flare maneuver. During the maneuver, the flare control law commands the aircraft
to pitch up to keep the nosewheel clear of the runway upon main gear touchdown; it
also slowly commands a reduction in the airspeed rather than a reduction in the
throttle as is done for existing flare laws.
The performance of the flare law for mild wind conditions is illustrated in the
data plots of figure 14 which shows a flare from a 4.5 degree glideslope. The plots
of pitch, 8, and vertical velocity, h , show a smooth flare maneuver which was
engaged at 180 seconds. At touchdown, tM_ pitch attitude is a positive 2 degrees and
the vertical velocity is -2 ft/sec while the deviation from the flare path, Ah, is
nearly zero. The commanded reduction of airspeed during flare is achieved by
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reducing the desired inertial speed,
can be seen in the plot of Va"
Uo + ZL2' and the resulting airspeed decrease
The performance of the flare law for gusty wind conditions is partially
illustrated by the plots of figures 8, 9, 10, and 11; these are partial results since
no landings were madefor the runs of these figures because of lateral drifting due
to high crosswinds and rudder limiting. However, prior to the go-around maneuver,
the flare control, executing the flare from different glideslope angles, had
established a positive pitch attitude and reducing vertical velocity for each glide-
slope angle. A significant vertical deviation from the flare path is shownby the
Ah plot of figure 8 which was induced in part by gusty conditions and in part by
abnormal lateral control maneuversdue to the high cross winds and rudder limiting.
Ten completely "hands-off" automatic landings were performed during the flight
tests. For these landings, the meantouchdown point was 1164 feet from the glide-
slope intercept point comparedto a commandedvalue of 1300 feet (see ref. 7). The
standard deviation from the meantouchdownpoint was 244 feet. The meantouchdown
vertical velocity was 2.4 ft/sec with a standard deviation of 0.74 ft/sec. The
commandedtouchdown vertical velocity is a function of the ground speed which for a
125 knot ground speed is -2.2 ft/sec.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The implementation of a modern control theory, direct-digital designed, full-
state feedback autoland system on a 16-bit fixed-point flight computer was achieved
and was successfully flight tested. The DIALS thus becamethe first modern control
theory autoland design to be successfully flight tested on a small commercial typejet aircraft. The tests demonstrated that the methods used are a viable approach to
the design of multiple-input multiple-output systems which can provide increased
performance through the coordination of the multiple control commands. The system
also demonstrated expanded capabilities over current systems. The expanded
capabilities include the capture of glideslopes and localizers with lower overshoot
and settling time, the capture of steeper glideslopes, and the ability to perform the
flare maneuver from various glideslopes.
The DIALSachieved low overshoot captures (average value of 24 ft with standard
deviation of 26 feet) of the runway centerline for capture angles of 20 degrees
through 50 degrees. The aircraft was generally settled and tracking the runway
centerline less than 40 seconds after capture initiation which is a factor of 3 less
than current autoland systems.
The DIALSmaintained small glideslope and localizer tracking errors for mild
wind conditions--steady winds of 10 knots and gusts of 3 to 5 knots. For these
winds, the glideslope and localizer errors did not exceed, respectively, ±5 feet and
±20 feet.
For gusty wind conditions, steady winds 20 to 25 knots and gusts 8 to 10 knots,
glideslope and localizer tracking errors generally did not exceed, respectively,
±10 feet and £30 feet. However, on someoccasions, the longitudinal control law
exhibited an oversensitivity to gust wind conditions resulting in oscillatory
behavior. Pitch changes of 8 degrees within 5 seconds and glideslope errors of
20 feet occurred. Of course, the aircraft must makepitch changes, in the absence of
direct-lift control, to tightly track the glideslope in gusty wind conditions. The
pitch changes that did occur were in the right direction to correct the glideslope
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errors, but appeared to be too large or, in other words, an over correction. Another
factor that contributed to the pitch behavior in these gust conditions was a signifi-
cant lag of approximately one second in the response of the throttle to a command
which was not accounted for in the system design nor in non-linear simulation
development.
The DIALS performed successful decrab maneuvers in crosswinds up to 6 knots.
Decrab maneuvers in crosswinds of 18 to 20 knots were performed but lateral drifting
occurred due to rudder and bank angle limiting. (Rudder limiting occured at approxi-
mately 10 degrees for approach condition on the research system to permit safety
pilot override.) Crosswinds between 6 and 18 knots were not encountered in the
te s ts.
The longitudinal capture criteria and capture control mode demonstrated an
insensitivity to initial conditions and the selected glideslope angle. Various
glideslopes--3 degrees to 5 degrees--were successfully captured with low overshoot
(typically less than 5 feet) without system gain changes from descending, level, and
climbing initial flight conditions.
The flare mode successfully flared the aircraft from 3, 4, 4.5, and 5 deqree
glideslopes with automatic landings resulting for 3 and 4.5 degree glideslopes.
Successful landings for the other glideslope angles would have been achieved (pitch
attitude and vertical touchdown velocity were acceptable), but due to lateral drift
tn high crosswinds, go-around maneuvers were executed.
In general, the flight tests demonstrated that each of the six control modes
successfully performed its intended function. Improvements to the performance of
each could most likely have been achieved given additional flight tests and data
analysis time. For instance, no tests were performed for different flare trajec-
tories; that is, different selectable trajectory parameters in the flare control law
such as the desired touchdown point were not tested. No time was spent to fine tune
these parameters to the aircraft from values set during the non-linear simulation
development.
The implementation and flight tests of the DIALS illustrated the importance of
accounting for system transport delays and lags. The transport delays encountered
during the EASILY ground tests required a modification to the DIALS before the ground
tests could be successfully completed. The modification may not have been required
for the flight tests since the average transport delay on the aircraft was estimated
to be a factor of 3 less than that measured in the EASILY tests. Thus, the message
is that the ground test facility should have transport delays which are on the order
of that of the flight system. The lags encountered between the aft throttle position
and the forward throttle position, which were on the order of I second, may have
contributed to some throttle instability, especially in gusty wind conditions. The
message in this case which is not new, but which was illustrated in the data, is to
make sure that all significant lags are accounted for in the design and particularly,
in simulation testing and development.
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APPENDIXA
DIALS SOFTWAREEQUATIONS7 SYSTEMFLOWCHART
I. Software Equations
The following equations were implemented in the flight control computers of the
test aircraft. For each equation and above each variable in the equation, there is
the letter "B" followed by an integer numberwhich specifies the scaling of the
variable in the computer. For example, B-2 meansthat the maximumvalue of the
variable is 2-2 or 0.25 or B6 meansthat the maximumvalue of the variable is 26 or
64. From this scaling specification, the resolution of the variable can be found
given that the computer was a 16-bit machine (one bit for sign). For the above
examples the resolutions are, respectively, 0.25/32768 or 7.6294 x 10-6 and 64/32768
or 1.9531 x 10-3 (215 = 32768). For somevariables double precision was used and
this is indicated by DPenclosed in parentheses following the scali_ specification(e.g., B18 (DP). For this example, the maximumvariable value is 2-v or 262144and
the resolution is 218/231 or 1.2207 × 10-4 .
The values of the gains and constants used for runs 4, 6, and 7 of the last test
flight are given in the last section of this appendix.
I. PRE-PROCESSOREQUATIONS
A. Accelerations
B-2 BO
@ = ASIN(SIN@)
BO BO
= ASIN(SIN#)
B6 B8
axb = fx
B6 B-2 B-2
A
- gsin(@ - b )
LI k
B6 B8
azb = fz
+
B6 B0 B0 B-2 B-2
_ A
gcos(e-b_k) cos(@ - bL1 k
B6 B0 B6 B0 B6
= C a + S_azs axb azb
o o
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B6 B0 B6 B0 B6
a = -S_ + C_zs axb azb
o o
B. Thrust Computations
B5 B3 B5
(EPRI + EPR2)
T = 26.7878
2
B8
- 25.9395, 1000 ibs.
II. FILTERING
A. Longitudinal Innovations
B-2 B-2 B-3
YL1 k = 8 - 8 o
B-2 B-2(DP) B-2(DP)
^ A
_LI k YLI k XL1 k bL1 k
,rad
B-I B-I
XL4 = YL2 k = q
rad,sec
B10 B25(DP) BI8(DP) B8
m_
YL3 k (xGPIP - Xcg)/U °
B4 BI0(DP) BI0(DP)
A
_L3 k YL3 k XL5k
,sec
B6 B18(DP) B27(DP)B8
YL4 k - (Zcg + HTDc)/U °
B4 B6(DP) B6(DP)
A
= YL4 k9L4 k - XL6 ,sec
B6 B25(DP) B]6(DP) B27(DP) B8
YL5 k = (HBC - h B - HTDc)/U °
WHERE: HBC = KZO + 2KN2(x 2 ^2+y)
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B4 B6(DP) B6(DP) B4(DP)
^
-- X
_OL5 k = YL5 k L6 k bL5k
,sec
B-2 B9 B-7 B0
yL6k lhBuoi÷ nL6k) (See NOTE)
B-2 B-2(DP) B-2(DP)
VL6k YL6 k YL6 k
,non-dimensional
B-2 B6 B-7 B0 102.4 mu/deg
YL7 k = a UOI 6zs - bL31 es k
NOTE: h
B
may be replaced by h or h
CF MLS by changing the selection index, HDSEL.
B-2 B-2 B-2
'°L7k YL7 k YL7 k
,sec
B-I B9 B-7 B-2
yL8k : SQRT[[V uol)2_ ^2a x L3 k
B0 B- I BI B- I
+(x3k _k)2]_ I- y_.sk
B-I B-I(DP) B-I(DP)
u
L8 k = YL8 k - YL8 k
B-2 B6 B-7
YL9 k = axs UOI
B-2 B-2(DP) B-2(DP)
_L9 k YL9 k YL9 k
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B. Filtered Longitudinal State Vector
B-2 B-2 B0 B-2 B-6 B4
= + fLx I _ + fLx I _)XL1 k XL1 k I L1k 3 L3k
B-6 B4 B-6 B4 B0 B- 2
_) + fLx I _ + f u+ fLXl 4 L4k 5 L5k Lx16 L6k
B0 B-2 B-I B-I B0 B-2
+ f v + f _ + f
LXl 7 L7k Lx18 LSk Lx19 L9k
,rad
B-2 B-2 B-2
= x +0
LI k o
B-1 B-I
A
XL2 k = XL2 k
BI B-2 B-5 B4
+ fLx21 9L1 k + fLx23 9L3 k
B- 5 B4 B - 5 B4
+ fLx24 VL4 k + fLx25 UL5 k
BI B-2
+ fLx26 9L6 k
BI B-2 B0 B-I
+ f u + f
Lx27 L7 k Lx28 L8 k
B1 B-2
+ f
Lx29 L9 k
,non-dimensional
B-2 B-2
XL3 k = XL3 k
B0 B-2 B-6 B4
+ fLx31 VL1k + fLx33 _)L3k
B-6 B4 B-6 B4
+ f v + f
Lx34 L4 k Lx35 L5 k
B0 B-2
+ f
Lx36 L6 k
B0 B-2 B-I B-I
+ f _ + f
Lx37 L7 k Lx38 L8 k
BO B- 2
+ f U
Lx39 Lg k ,rad
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BI0(DP)BI0(DP) B4 B-2
XL5k = XL5 k + fLx51 UL1 k
B- 2 B4
+ fLx53 _)L3k
B-2 B4 B-2 B4
+ f u + f
Lx54 L4 k Lx55 L5 k
B4 B-2
+ fLx56 _L6 k
B4 B-2
+f
Lx57 L7 k
B3 B-I
+ f
Lx58 L8 k
B4 B-2
+ f V
LX59 L9 k
-1
,sec
B6(DP) B6(DP)B2 B-2
^
XL6 k = XL6 k + fLx61 UL1 k
B-4 B4
+ fLx63 UL3 k
B-4 B4 B-4 B4
+ f _ + f
Lx64 L4 k Lx65 L5 k
B2 B-2
+ f
Lx66 L6 k
B2 B-2
+ f U
Lx67 L7 k
BI B-I
+ f U
Lx68 L8 k
B2 B-2
+ f
Lx69 L9 k
,non-dimensional
B5 B5 B5
x = T- T
L7 k o
(I 000 ibs)
B6 B5 B5
Th Th
x = LF + RF
LSk 2
B6
- Th
o
(deg)
B-2 B-2
x = s
L9 k
B-2 B-2
- s
o
(rad )
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C. Filtered Longitudinal Wind Vector
B-2 B-2 B0 B-2 B-6 B4
A
= + fLw I %; + f %;WL1 k WLI k I L1 k LWI 3 L3k
B-6 B4 B-6 B4 B0 B-2
%; + fLw I %; + f %;+ fLWl 4 L4k 5 L5k Lw16 L6k
B0 B-2 B-1 B-I B0 B-2
+ f %; + f %; + f %;
LWl 7 L7k LWl 8 L8k LWl 9 L9k
B-2 B-2 B0 B-2 B-6 B4
A
w = + %;
L2 k _2 k + fLw21%;L1 k fLw23 L3 k
B-6 B4 B-6 B4
+ f %; + f %;
Lw24 L4 k Lw25 L5 k
B0 B-2
+ f V
Lw26 L6 k
B0 B-2 B-1 B-I
+ f %; + f %;
Lw27 L7 k Lw28 L8 k
B0 B-2
+ f %;
Lw29 L9 k
B-2 B-2
k = k
B0 B-2 B-6 B4
fLw31 + fLw33 %;+ %;L1k L3k
B-6 B4 B-6 B4
+ fLw34 %;L4k + fLw35 %;L5k
B0 B- 2
+ fLw36 %;L6k
B0 B-2 B-I B-I
+ f %; f %;
Lw37 L7 k Lw38 L8 k
B- B-2
+ f %;
Lw39 L9 k
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B-I B-I BI B-2
wL4 k = WL4 k + fLw41 _)LIk
B-5 B4
+ fLw43 VL3k
B-5 B4 B-5 B4
+ f V + f V
Lw44 L4 k LW45 L5 k
BI B-2
+ fLw46 9L6 k
BI B-2
+ f _)
Lw47 L7 k
B0 B-I
+f V
Lw4R L8 k
BI B-2
+ f %;
Lw49 L9 k
B-2 B-2 B0 B-2
^
_5k = WL5k + fLw51 _Llk
B-6 B4
+ fLw53 '_L3k
B-5 B4
+ f %;
Lw54 L4 k
B-5 B4 BI B-2
+ f %; + f %;
Lw55 L5 k Lw56 L6 k
BI B-2
+ f _)
Lw57 L7 k
B0 B-I BI B-2
+ f v + f V
Lw58 L8 k Lw59 L9 k
B-2 B-2
k = k
B0 B-2
+ f v
Lw61 LI k
B-6 B4
+ fLw63 VL3k
B-6 B4 B-6 B4
+f V +f V
LW64 L4 k Lw65 L5 k
B0 B-2
+ f %;
Lw66 L3 k
BO B-2
+ f u
Lw67 L7 k
B-I B-I BO B-2
+ f _) + f %;
Lw68 L8 k Lw69 L9 k
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B-2 B-2 B0 B-2 B-6 B4
A
= + f _ + f
WL7 k WL7 k Lw71 51 k Lw73 L3k
B-6 B-4 B-6 B-4 B0 B-2
+ %; +
+ fLw74 _°L4k fLw75 L5 k fLw76 L6 k
B0 B-2 B-I B-I B0 B-2
+ f _ + f u + f
Lw77 L7 k Lw78 L8 k Lw79 L9 k
D. Lateral Innovations
BO BO
Ylk = *
B0 B0(DP) B0(DP) B0
A
= _ _ X 1
_lk Ylk bOk k
,rad
B2 B2 B2
Y2 k = (_T - _R/W )
B2 B2(DP)
U2k = Y2k -
B2(DP) B2
b_k - X2k
,rad
B6 B18(DP) B8
Y5 k Ycg/Uo
B2 B6(DP) B5(DP)
A
= Y5 - x
_5k k 6k
,sec
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B-3 B8 B-I
Y6k = fy UOI -
102.4 mu/deg
a + a
b31 6 A B
atrim 2
B-I B-I B-I B-1
^ (x A
_k - x
d31 L2 k 5 k
B-2 B-2
A A
- x )
XL3k 4 k
B-3 B-3(DP) B-3 (DP)
6k = Y6k - Y6k
E. Filtered Lateral State Vector
B0 BO B0 B0 B0
x I = _ = x I + f
k k x11 Ik
,rad
B2 B2 B2 B0 B2
A
X = _ = X + f _)
2 k 2 k X22 2 k
,rad
B0 B0 B0 BO B-2 B2
^
X3k = x + f _ + f
3 k x31 I k x32 2 k
B-2 B2 B3 B-3
+ f _ + f
x35 5 k x36 6 k
,rad
If (ACCFLG) 2):
B-I B0 B-I B0 B-I
r k = Scrk_1 + _ rc
B-I B0 B-I B0 B-I
Pk = _cPk-1 8c p
3_
Else:
B1 B-I
r k = r
B-I B-I
Pk = P
B-I B0 B-I B0 B-I
x = CO Pk + SO rk
4k o o
,rad/sec
B-I B0 B-I B0 B-I
= -So Pk + Co rk
X5k o o
,rad/sec
B6(DP) B6(DP) B2 B0 B0 B2
A
x = x + f V + f %;
6 k 6 k x61 1 k x62 2k
B0 B2 B5 B- 3
+ f %; + f %;
x65 5 k x66 6 k
B-1
X7k = (6 - 6 )R Rtrim
F. Filtered Lateral Wind Vector
B-I B-I B-I BO
= W I + f %;
Wlk k Wl I Ik
B-3 B2
+ f
w12 2 k
B-3 B2 B2 B-3
+ f _) + f %;
Wl 5 5k Wl 6 6k
B-2 B-2 B-2 B0
w = w + f v
2 k 2 k w21 1 k
B-4 B2
+f
w22 2 k
B-4 B2 BI B-3
+ f _ + f %;
w25 5 k w26 6 k
B-2 B-2 B-2 B0
A
W =W +f
3k 3 k w31 Ik
B-4 B2
+ f %;
w32 2 k
B-4 B2 BI B-3
+ f %; + f %;
w35 5 k w36 6 k
3_
B-2 B-2 B-2 B0 B-3 B2 B-3 B2
w = w + f u + f U + f u
4k 4k w41 Ik w42 2k w45 5k
BI B-3
+ f v
w46 6k
B-I B-I B-I B0 B-3 B2 B-3 B2
w = w5 + f _) + f %; + f u5k k w51 I k w52 2k w55 5k
B2 B-3
+ f v
w56 6 k
B-2 B-2 B-2 B0 B-4 B2 B-4 B2
w= w + f _) + f V + f V
6 k 6 k w61 Ik w62 2k w65 5k
BI B-3
+f v
w66 6 k
G. Filtered Euler Transformation Matrix, LEB
LEB =
c_c_ s_sec_-c_s_
c_s_ s_ses_+c_c_
-s_ s_c_
c_ses_-s_c_
c_
where
B- 2 B0 B2
c_ : cos(_), c_ = cos(g), c_ = cos(_)
B-2 BO B2
s_ = sin(_), sT = sin(_), s_ = sin(_)
H. Filtered Transformation Matrix, LES
LES =
I I
ESI 1 ESI 2
I I I
ES21 ES22
I I I
ES31 ES32
ES13
ES23
ES33
4O
I
ESI I
I
ESI 2
= I
= I
C + I SEBI I _ EBI 3
o o
EBI 2
IES13 = -IEB11 -S_ + IEB13 C_
o o
IES21 = IEB21 C_ + IEB23 S_
o o
I = I
ES22 EB22
IES23 = -1EB21 -S o + IEB23 Co
o o
1ES31 = IEB31 Co + IEB33 So
o o
1 = 1
ES 32 EB32
IES33 = -IEB31 -S o + IEB33 Co
o o
III. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
A. Longitudinal Control
I. Flare Engage Logic
If JFlare = I, then skip to Flare Airspeed Command (2.)
B6 B6
If -XL6 k ) hf Go to Desired Altitutde (4.), else
hLx 3 (i) = hLxi3
h (i) = h
LX 4 Lxi4 for i = 1,2,3
hLx 6 (i) = hLxi6
JFlare = I
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2. Flare Airspeed Command
If gk < _ ' then gk = gk + _gk and
B0
I I
EZ5 k = _ [ cos (gk - _) ] +
B-2 B-2 B0
EZ5k+ I = _VFR EZ5 k
B-I
nV
F k
B-1 B-1
_VFk AVFD for AVFk
AV for _V ( AVFL
Fk F k
> AV
FL
3. Easy-On Flare Gains
BI
If EZ3 = I Go To Desired Altitude (4.)
BI BI BI
EZ3 k = EZ3k_ I + .05
If EZ3 > I then EZ3 = I
hLxi3 = hLx 3 (i) [I +
hLxi4 = hLx 4 (i) [I +
hLxi6 = hLx6(i) [I +
B2 BI
(hLxf3 - I) EZ3k]
B2 BI
(hLxf4 I ) EZ3k]
B2 BI
(hLxf6 I) EZ3k]
i = 1,2,3
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4. Desired Altitude
B6 B10(DP)
XL5s = XL5k
B6 B6 B6
xf = XL5 + _xf
s
B6 B6
If xf _ hl/2p '
Go to 5.
B6 B6
If -xf ) hl/2p'
Go to 7.
Go to 6.
5. Last Flare Segment Desired Altitude
B6(DP) B6 B0 B6 B6
z = + (xf h )e hfL R TyT D - I_ p
B2 B0 B6
ZL6 = Ty XL5 - z e
o s
and h'' = 0, h''' = 0, TyD = TyT D Go to B.
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_m
Flare (l-cos) Trajectory
B6(DP)B6(DPJB0
Y
Z = hfe + ___ o
B0 B6 /36
+ TyT D) (xf + h
7/2p)
2 +
B6
B0
B0
BI
%
(TyT D- Ty) (cos C_/_p) + i
B5
2_ 2
B0 B0 BI 2 B7 2
YTD - Ty ) (X 2 " b2
o f
mS
_/ap )
B2 B6
z
L6 = -Z
k e
B0
B6
TYo
s
B-2
and h'', =
B0
-_(T - . _x BI I
YTD-_y ) , (__._ f
o Icos-hl _7 + .. B8
2h 2
_/2p
-B2 BO
B0
og:. h -j
2h _Q p
B0
/co. (a _ _ }
o
B0
/eo8 Ca _ _)
o
B0 B0
B0
(TYTD+ Ty )
and Ty D = -"--'-_ +
2
B0 B0 B6
(TyT D- Ty ) xf
o
B6
2h I/2P
+
B0 B0 B0
(TyT D - Ty ) sin (h_ xf )
o
B2
2_
7.
B-2 B-2 8-3
+ AT
= ZL_
ZL_ k k-1
B-I BI B-2
= -CWB_I WL1
ZL2 k k
ZL4k_ I
B0 B-I BO B- I
CWB_ 4 WL4k CWBIsWLSk
BI B-2 B-_ (DP)
+ AVFk
- CWB16 WL6k
ZL3k
BI
B0 B0 B0
) (_ + ZL2k )
+ TXD % ES_
= -_ (IEs3_
ES33 TTD
_sl2) _/ (i + IES_3)
x3 k+ (i + i
ES32 TXD
If JFlare = 0,
x =
then
B0 B- 2 B0 B0
B0 B_ x3 k
IES_ (_ + ZL2k ) + _ES13 ZL3k + _ES12
Else
t
X = 0
B-I B-2 B2
.2
= h" x
ZL4 k
B-2 B0 B-P-. B-1 B-'I
- DT(4) WL4 k
- - DT(2) WL2 k
_L2 k -
B0 B-2
_ CWBI 5 WL7k
B-2(DP)
- EZ5
B- 3 B0 B3 B- 8
q3 h' ' '
_L4k = G_ 4 x
BI B-2 BI B-2 B0 BI
_L6k - z + (TT - TTD) x= ZL1 k SCY o L3 k
o
Notes : I .
2.
G_4 = 0 for all flights
CWB15 should have been CWB14; the values for CWB14 & CWB15 are,
respectively, 0.99758 and 0.99452 (software specification error).
B- 2 B- I BO BO B- I B0
nLlk = XL4 k (cos (_) - I) - X5k sin
B-2 B-2
_LI k - nL1 k
B-2 B-2 B-I B0 B-I
D
= X + X X
L2 k -XL3 k L4 k 3 k 5 k
B-2 B-I B-I B0 B-I
rlL3 k XL2 k XL4 k x x3 k 4 k
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BI B0 B0
qL6k = (IEs31 + Ty°
B0 BI B-1
IES11) (I + XL2k)
+(i
B0 B0
ES33 + T_,
o
B0 B-2
I
ESI 3 ) XL3k
+(1
BO BO
ES32 + Ty
o
B0 B0 B- 2 B- 2 BI
IES12) x + x - x SCY
3k LI k L3 k o
BI BI BI
_L6 k = _L6 k - nL6 k
If EZ7 < I
BI (DP) BI (DP) BI (DP)
EZ7 = EZ7 + _EZ7
and
BI(DP) BI(DP) BI(DP)
= *
_L6 k _L6 k EZ7
8. Glideslope Track Engage Logic
If JGSC = I, then Go to 9.
If
B8 B2 BI 0
U [e I ) 15,
o Lx6 k
then Go to 10.
JGSC = I which means glideslope track engage
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9. Easy-OnGlideslope Gains
BI
If EZ4 k-1 _ I, then Go to 10.
BI BI(DP) BI(DP)
EZ4 k = EZ4k_ 1 + _EZ4
B2 B2 BI BI
DFGT = [I + (GF3 - I) EZ4k]
B2
hLxi3 = hL×oi 3 DFGT
B2
hLxi6 = hLxoi 6 DFGT
J
for i = 1,2,3
10. Trajectory Errors
B-2 B-2 B-2
eLx I =XL1 -ZL1
k k
B-I B-I B-I
eLX2k XL2k ZL2k
B-2 B-2 B-2
eLX3k XL3k ZL3k
B-I B-1 B-I
eLX4k XL4 k ZL4 k
B2 B6(DP) B0 BI0(DP) B6(DP)
eLX6k = XL6 k + TYo XL5k - ZL6k
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B5 B5
eLX7k XL7k
B6 B6
eLX8k XL8k
B-2 B-2
eLX9k XL9k
11. Altitude Error Integrator Logic
If KFL = I skip to 12.
B2 B8 BI0
If eLx 6 U < then = Io ZLim KFL
Else
KFLC = KFLC - I and if KFLC < 0 then KFL = 1
Else Go to 13.
12. Altitude Error Integrator
B4(DP) B4(DP) B2(DP) B-3
ZiN T = ZiN T + eLx 6 AT
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13. Flare TouchdownParameters
If JFlare = 0, then Go to 14.
B5 BI0(DP) BI0(DP)
XLi m = XFL R - XL5 k
If
B5 B5
xLim < 0.5, then XLi m = 0.5
B0
FLEL X =
B2(DP)
(2) eLx 6
B5
xLim
14. Longitudinal Commands
B7 B9 B- 2
= -hLx11 eLxl
uCLI k k
B8 B-I B9 B-2
-hLx12 eLX2k -hLx13 eLX3k
B8 B-I B5 B2 B2 B5 B1 B6
-hLx14 eLX4k -hLx16 eLX6k -hLx17 eLX7k-hLx18 eLX8k
B9 B-2
-hLxl 9 eLX9k
B9 B- 2 B9 B- 2 B9 B- 2
-hLwl I WL1k -hLwl 2 WL2k -hLwl 3 WL3k
B8 B- I B8 B- I B9 B- 2 B9 B- 2
-hLwl 4 WL4k -hLw15 WL5k -hLw16 WL6k -hLwl 7 WL7k
B9 B- 2 B8 B- 1 B9 B- 2 B8 B- 1 B5 B2
-hLz11 ZL1 k -hLz12 ZL2k -hLz13 ZL3k -hLz14 ZL4k -hLz16 ZL6k
5O
B9 B-- 2 B9 B- 2 B9 B- 2
-bLot1 _LI k -hL_12 _L2 k -hL_13 _L3 k
BI 0 B-3 B6 BI B3 B4
-hL_14 _L4 k -hL_16 _L6 k -hzT1 ZINT
B7 B0
-fh
c zP IFLELX
B7
uCLI k=
uLminl
uCL1 k
for uCL Ik < uLminl
for ULmin 14 uCL1k _ ULmaxl
> ULmaXl
uLmaXl for uCL Ik
B2
uCLI
k
B0 B2 B2
+ uCLI k
e CLI k-1
B2 B4 B-2
uCL2k -hLx21 eLXlk
B3 B- I B4 B- 2
-hLx22 eLX2k -hLx23 eLX3k
B0 B2 B- 3 B5 B- 4 B6
e 7 -hLx28 eLXBk
_hLx26 eLX6k -hLx27 LX k
B4 B-2 B4 B-2
-hLw21 WL1k -hLw22 WL2 k
B3 B-I
-hLx24 eLX4k
B3 B-I BA B-2
w
-hLw25 WL5k -hLw26 L6 k
B4 B- 2
-hhx29 eLX9k
B4 B-2 B3 B-I
-hLz23 ZL3k -hLz24 ZL4k
B4 B-2 B3 B-I
-hLw23 WL3k -hLw24 WL4k
B4 B-2
-hLw27 WL7k
B0 B2
-hLz26 ZL6k
B4 B-2 B3 B-I
-hLz21ZL1k-hLz22 ZL2k
B4 B-2
-hL_21 _LI k
B4 B-2 B4 B-2 B2 B- 3
-hL_22 _L2 k -hL_23 _L3 k -hL_24 _L4 k
B% B_ B- 2 B4
-hL&26 _L6 k -hzT2 ZlNT
B-4
UCL2k
wh e _ e qWTC
ULmin2
= uCL2 k
Lmax2
6 = swTC (uCLI
e
c
goes from 0 to
BS(DP) BI0 B-2
UCL3 k -hLx3_ eLx_ k
< ULmin2
for UCL2k
uCL2k
_or _L_in2
> uLmax2
for uCL2k
+ GBTAB uCL2)
in one-half
4 ULmaX2
B6 B2
-hLx36 eLX6k
57.3/ .86)
second
B9 B-_
-hLw35 Wh5k
[deg)
B9 B-I
-hhz32 ZL2k
(Easy-O n_
at g lideslOpe capture.
B9 B-_ B_0 B-2 B9 B-_
-hLx32 eLX2k -hLx33 eLX3k -hLx34 eLx4k
B3 B5 B2 B6 B_0 B-2
-hLx37 eLX7k -hLx3fl eLx8 k -hLx39 eLx9 k
B_0 B-2 B_0 B-2 B9 B-_
-hLw32 WL2k -hLw33 WL3k -hLw34 WL4k
B_0 B-2 B_0 B-2 B_0 B-2
-hLw36 WL6k -hLw37 WL7k -hLz3_ ZL_ k
B_0 B-2 B9 B_ I B6 B2
-hLz33 ZL3k -hLz34 ZL4k -hLz36 ZL6k
B_ 0 B-2 B_ 0 B-2
-hL_32 _L2 k -hL_33 LL3 k
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B_
B- 3 B7 _ _NT
-h ZT3
_hL_34 r"L& k "h_ 36
f_ _o_ uch3 _ u'bim3
Uc_Bk _ u _o_ _CL3_, u_a_3
_ Tuma_3
B7B7 _ thTottle _ate c°_mand'
_Thck _IC53k
eeqls ec
%. Des_Zed path
I£ DECR_B = %'
zI
then Go to 2.
B0 B0
= #zlt, z%k-_
k
Estimated Sideslip ?arameteTS
B-%
B%
B%
B0 B0 + 0z_5 zSk'a
÷ _zlA _gk -%
+ 0z13 zBk-_
B2
B0
B2
+ _2k. I
zx
B0
B0
B_ 2 B2
B2 B0
B-I
B3
B3
÷ #22 _z2k-%
B2
B0
4- _2_ ['zAk-%
_0 B"
si6esliP 9 a_ameters
_stimaLe8 '
_0
B-I
/ '__s22
B_ _ B"I
BO = -6k
Z3 k
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If DECRAB = I, Go to 4.
B-I B0 B-2
z = -IEB22 w
3 k 6 k
3. Decrab Engage Logic
If _C UOI + XL6 k < 0, then skip to 6. (Lateral Path Command).
Else
DECRAB = I,
and
EZI = 0,
z = 0
3k
4. Decrab Roll Limit
B0 B0
If Ix I I _ _Lim Go to 6. otherwise,
k
5. Decrab Trajectory
B0 B0 B-I B0
z = z3 k + _k EZI3 k
BI B0 B1
EZI = A EZI
k ez k-1
B1
+ AEZI where
If EZI k > I, then EZI k = I.
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BI B0 B2 BI
Zlk = A_ X2k EZlk
B-I B-2 B2 BI
Z2k = A_ x EZ1 k
2 k
6. Lateral Path Command
BI B2 B- I B2 B- I BI
_zl k = -axl 4 z - z + z I4 k axl 5 5 k
B-I B0 B-I BI B-I B-I
z - z 4- z
_z2 k = -ax24 4 k ax25 5 k 2 k
B- I B- I B0 B- I B0
-- - z
_Z3k -ax31 Zlk ax33 3k
BO B-I B0 B-I B-I
- ax34 z - z + z
4 k ax35 5 k 3 k
B0 B0
-a
_z4 k x43
B0 BI B-I BI B-I
-- Z --
z3 k ax44 4 k ax45 z5 k
B0 B0 B0
_z5 k = -ax53 Z3k
BI B-I BI B-I
- z
- ax54 z4 k ax55 5 k
B2 B2 BO
_z6 k -ax61Zlk
BO B2 B2 B0
- z
ax62 z2 k ax63 3 k
BI B0 B- I
= +_ r k
_Ik c_ C8
o
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BI BI BI
+_
_ul k = _zl k I k
B-I B0 B-I
_ _ + SC e rk
_2k= c_ o
B-I B-I B-1
_U2 k = _Z2 k + _2k
B-I B0 B-I B-1 B-I B-I B-2
_3 k = -d31 _k XL2 k XL3 k+ X5k - X4k
B-I B-1 B-1
_u3 k = _z3 k + _3k
B2 B3 B-I
_4 k =-d41 _k
B2 B2 B2
_u4 k = _z4 k + _4k
B0 B1 B- I
k =-ds1
BO B0 B0
_u5 k = _z5 k + _Sk
B2
_6k = -( I
BO BO BO
ES22-I) x - I
3k ES21
B- I B2 B0
(I + XL2 k) + x CY2 k o
B0 B- 2 BO B0
-I x X S
ES23 L3 k Ik 0t°
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B2 B2 B2
_u6k = _z6k + _6k
7. Trajectory Errors
B0 B0 B0
exl k = xI - zIk k
B2 B2 B2
ex2k = x - z2 k 2 k
BO BO BO
ex3k= x - z3 k 3 k
B-I B-I B-I
ex4 k = x - z4 k 4 k
B-I B-I B-I
ex5 k = x - z5 k 5k
B6(DP) B6(DP)B6(DP)
exk x - z6 k 6 k
B-I B-I
ex7 k = X7k
8. Localizer Track Engage Logic
If JLGN = I, then skip to 9.
If (IX61 * U <O YLIM'
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I G = 1.0
then Y
JLGN = I
Otherwise CLGN = CLGN - I; If CLGN > 0, Go to 12.
else
_y= 1.0JLGN =
9. Cross-Track Error Integrator
B6(DP) B6(DP) B6(DP) B-3
YINTk YINTk_1 + ex6k AT
10. Easy-On Cross-Track Error Gain
B3 B3 B3 B3 B3
G = G + 0.05 if G <
Yk Yk-1 Yk-1 hF6
Else Gy k = hF6
B6(DP) B3 B3
ex6 k G eYk X6k
11. Roll and Yaw Integrators
If (JPHINT = 0 and DECRAB = 0) then
If {x157.3 I < 1.0 deg then JPHINT = I
If (JPHINT = I and DECRAB = 0) then
B2(DP) B2(DP) B0 B-3
@INTk = @INTk-I + xlk AT)
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If DECRAB= I then
B2(DP) B2(DP) B2 B-3
+
_INTk = _INTk_I X2k AT
12. Lateral Control Commands
B7(DP) B7 B0 B5
u = -h e -h
c_ Xll xl k Xl 2
B2 B7 B0 B8 B-I
e e
ex2 k - hxl 3 x3 k -hx14 x4 k
B8 B- I
-h e
Xl 5 X5k
BI B6 B8 B-I B8 B-I
-h e -h e -h w
x16 x6 k x17 x7 k w11 Ik
B9 B- 2 B9
-h w -h
Wl 2 2k Wl 3
B-2 B9 B-2 B8 B-I
w -h w -h w
3k w14 4 k w15 5 k
B9 B-2 B6
-h w -h_
w16 6k 11
BI B8 B- I B8 B- I
_ul k -h_12 _u2 k -h_13 _u3 k
B5 B2 B7 B0 B5 B2 BI B6 B5 B2
-h_14 _u4 k -h_15 _u5 k -h_16 _u6 k -hylNTI YINT -h#INT I #INT
B5 B2
-h_INTI _INT
Ulmin for Ucl k < Ulmin
Uc_ for Ulmin ( Ucl k ( u
Ulmaxf°r Ucl k > Ulmax
Imax
6O
u
cl k
= u
cl k
+ _ u
a Clk_ 1
TEMP = u
cl k
180 + 6
a
trim
6 = SWTC
ac
TEMP
BI R2 if IT_MPl_ A3
ITE.Pl*At + _2
. TE_ If ITE_I > A3
where SWTC goes from 0 to I in one-half second (Easy-on) at localizer capture.
B5(DP) B5 B0 B3 B2 B5 B0 B6 B-I
Uc2 k -h -h e -h ex3 k -h ex4 k= x21 eXlk x22 x2 k x23 x24
B6 B-I B-I B6 B6 B-1 B6 B-I
-h ex5 k -h ex6 k -h ex7 k -h wx25 x26 x27 w21 Ik
B7 B-2 B7 B-2 B7 B-2 B6 B-I
-h w -h w -h w -h w
w22 2 k w23 3 k w24 4 k w25 5 k
B7 B-2 B4 BI B6 B-I B6 B-I
-h w
w26 6k -h_21 _ul k h_22 _u2 k -h_23 _u3 k
B3 B2 B5 B0 B3 B2 B-I B6
-h_24 _u4 k -h_25 _u5 k -h_26 _u6 k -hyINT2 YINT
B2
Uc2 k =
B3 B2 B3 B2
-h@INT2 @INT -h_INT2 _INT
U2min for Uc2 k < U2min
Uc2 k for U2min _ Uc2 k U2max
U2max for Uc2 k > U2max
B15 B2 B13
180
= u
Rc k c2 k
(deg/s ec )
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6 = f 6 + 6 (deg)
Rc RCk Rtrim
Note: The 6 signal was integrated at the flight control computer major frame
Rck
rate (_20 cps).
IV. PREDICTIONS
A. Longitudinal Predictions
I. State
BI B0 B-I B-I B0 B-2 B0
qL5k XL2 k XL2 k + SY= IES11 (i + ) - CYo XL1k o
B0 B0 B-2 B0 B0
+ (1ES13 - s_ ) x + I x
o L3 k ES12 3k
B0
nL6 k =
B0
I
ES31
B-I B-I B0 B-2 B0
+ C7
(I + XL2k ) + XL2k SYo XL1k o
B0 B0 B-2 B0 B0
+ (IEs33 - Cy o) XL3 k + IES32 x3 k
B-2
%1
k+1
B-2 B-I B-I BO B-2
= + _L12 XL2 k + _L13 XL3kXLI k
B-I B-I
+ #L14 XL4 k
B-7 B5 B-8 B6 B0 B- 2
_L17 XL7k + _L18 XL8k + _L19 XL9k
B-4 B2 B2 B-4
+ YL11 uCL1k + 7L12 uCL2k
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B-2
Bo
,:_(Lw_3 _L%k
B-2
BO
B-%
4-_( "4L #ik
B-2
+ _L_3 nL3k
so
B_
+ _L_2 _U2k
S-2
B%
# _L_3 xL3 k
B%
4- _L28 _'Sk + #L29
+ #L27 _LTk
B%
B_.._0 B7
B.5 I_2 +
+ "(L_% _CL% K
BO
_aL3k "(T_W2_
WL% k
_o
÷ _'T_W25WT_5k
B-2 B%
+ "(L226 L6k
B_
÷ _VL23 nL3k
15-2 B0 B-2 B -_ B. I B0 B-2 B. I m-,x + ¢_34 _4k
÷ _L33 L3k
= q_L31 xL_ k
_¢L3 k+ I
B0 B-2
B-'/ B5 B-8 B6 +
+ CL3B XLBk ¢L39 XL9k
+ #L37 XL7k
B2 B- 4 B0 B- 2
B_ 4 B2 u + 7LW31 WLIk
+ "YL32 CL2k
+ "fL31 UCLI k
B°I B -I
B0 B-2 B-I B-I
+ "fLw 35 wLSX
+ "fLw34 WL4k
+ "YLW33 WL3k
B-2 B1 B-2
B0 B-2 B0 B-2 B0 + @L33 nL3k
+ @L32 qL2k
+ _L31 rillk
4- XLW36 WL6k
B_ I B -I
s-2 _o B-2 B-_ B-_ _0 B-2
+ _L43 _L3x
+ _L42 XLZk
= #L41 xLI k
XL4 k+ I
B-7 B6 BI B-2
B-6 B5 X + _L49 XL9k
4-
+ #L47 XL7k _L48 LSk
B3 B-4 B-B B'7
B-3 B2 u + "fTD43 UCLBk
+ 7L42 CL2 k
+ NL41 uCL1k
BI B- 2 B1 B- 2 B0 B- I
+ WL4k
+ "(LW41 WL1k + "(Lw43 WL3k "fLw44
B0 B-I BI B-2 BI B-2
+ _L41 T_LI k
+ 7LW46 WL6k
+ 7LW45 WL5k
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#,
XL5 k+
BI 8-2 B_ 8-2
+ _L43 nl'3k
÷ _L42 n_L2k
B-2 B-_'
B. 1 B-2
+ _L52 xL2X
•S._0',DP')B'S B5
+ ¢L57 _i'Tk
+ _¢L5 k
B.-1 B-2
B-5 B2
÷ "(T_5_ wLlk
4- _L51 UC'LA k
B6 {.O_I
xL6 k + "%
B. 2 B_
+ _sLS5 nLSk
B-2 B'%
B_ _ B "2
4- @L62 _L2k
-- #L61 XL3 k
B6 (.D? ') B- B B5
+ ¢L67 XL7k
4- XL6 k
B. % B-2
B-5 B2
+ "_LW61 wTalk
4- _L6_ UCL% k
B-2 B-I B-2 B-I B-I B-2
+ "fLw64WL4k+ YLw65WL5k+ 7Lw66WL6k
B-1 B-2 B-I B-2 B-I B-2
+ _L61 nL1k + @L62 _L2 k + _L63 nL3k
B-3 B0
_L66 _L6 k
B5 B0 B5 B-I B6 B-2 B7
+ +
XL7k+ I = _L77 XL7 k _L78 XL8 k 7L73 uCL3k
B-2 B-2 B2 B-4
= +
XL9k+ I XL9 k _(L92 uCL2k
2. Winds
B- 2 B0
WL1 = #Lw
k+l
B-2
WL1
11 k
B0 B- 2
+ _LWl 2 WL2k
B-2 B0 B-2
^
WL2k+ I = 4PLw21 WLlk
B-2 B0 B-2
w = *Lw31 WL1kL3k+ 1
B0 B-2 B0 B-2
+ _Lw32 WL2k + _Lw33 WL3k
B-I BO B-I
wL4k+ : *Lw44 wL4k
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B-I B-I BI B-2
w 5 = w +
L k+l L5k _Lw57 WL7k
B-2 B-2
A
w = WL6 kL6k+ I
B-2 B-2
A
WL = WL7 k7k+ I
3. Biases
B-2(DP) B-2(DP) B0 B-2 B-6 B4 B-6 B4
^ A
= _ + _ + %)
bLlk+l bLlk + fLb11 Llk fLb13 L3k fLb14 L4k
B-6 B4 BO B-2 B0 B-2
V + %) + %)
+ fLbl 5 L5k fLb16 L6k fLb17 L7k
B-I B-I B0 B-2
V + %)
+ fLb18 L8k fLb19 L9k
B4(DP) B4(DP) B4 B-2 B-2 B4
= + %)
bL5k+l bL5k + fLb51%)L1 k fLb53 L3 k
B-2 B4
+ fLb54 UL4 k
B-2 B4 B4 B-2
+ %)
+ fLb55 %)L5 k fLb56 L6 k
B4 B-2
+ fLb57 %)L7 k
B3 B-I B4 B-2
+ fLb58 VLSk + fLb59 9L9 k
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B-2(DP)
bL6k+ 1
B-2(DP) B0 B-2 B-6 B4
+ v + V
bL6k fLb61 L1 k fLb63 L3 k
B-6 B4
+ fLb64 VL4 k
B-6 B4 B0 B-2
+ V
÷ fLb65 VL5k fLb66 L6 k
B0 B-2
+ fLb67 9L7 k
B-I B-I B0 B-2
+ fLb68 VL8k + fLb69 %;L9k
B-2(DP) B-2(DP) B-4 B-2 B-10 B4 B-10 B4 B-10 B4
= + _ + _ _
bL7k+1 bL7k fLb71 LI k fLb73 L3 k + fLb74 L4 k + fLb75 L5 k
B-4 B-2 B-4 B-2
÷ fLb76 VL6k + fLb77 VL7k
B-5 B-I
+ fLb78 _)L8 k
B-4 B-2
+ fLb79 VL9 k
B-2(DP) B-2(DP) B-4 B-2 B-10 B4 B-10 B4
bL9k+ 1 = bL9 k + fLb91 '_L1 k fLb93 L3 k fLb94 L4 k
B-I 0 B4 B-4 B-2 B-4 B-2
+ fLb95 VL5k + fLb96 _)L6 k + fLb97 VL7k
B-5 B-I B-4 B-2
+ fLb98 "_L8 k + fLb99 _)L9 k
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_o
_eas_e_en t _ectO_
Y L6 k÷ _
B-2
- ÷ CTu_62 :¢L2k+_
_¢L% k+ %
B-2
= CL_7 _ _T_ _¢+_
B-%
+ CLX72 :<%_2k+_
S5
B-7
B-2
4- ciJ_6 3 _L3_+%
S-2
+ cLx73 x53k+%
B-2
+ CT_X79 XLgk+%
S.2tD_
#,
+ bl,6 k+ %
_-2
so s-2
+ CLw./3 _L3k+'l
+ cL_./% wTu_ k+%
so
+ cLW76 WL6k+ %
4- cLw75 wLSk÷%
S-2
+ bTu7 k÷
¥TuSk÷%
÷ cLwB% wL%k+%
=- _L2k+ %
B-%
÷ cLwB5 WL5k+ I
+ cL_s_ " WTu4k÷_
B-2
+ cl,wB6 wTu6k+%
B-2
B.2(,Dp, ) BO
'_Tu9k+ %
4- ¢L_92 _L2k÷%
÷ cLWB5 WLSk4 -%
B-2
_o
4- CL_93 _T-'3k+_
B-2
÷ cT_wS6 W56k+%
B-2(DP) BO B-2
^ ^
= C
YL9k+I Lx91 x 1L k+1
B-I B-I B0 B-2
^ ^
+ CLx92 x + c XL3.+L2k+1 Lx93 k I
B-I B-I B-7
^
+ c
+ CLx94 XL4k+l Lx97
B5 B0 B- 2
^ A
+ x 7 + c x
L k+1 Lx99 L9k+1
B0 B-2 B-I
+ c w + c
Lw91 L1 k+l Lw94
B-I B-I B-I
w + CLw95 WL4k+ 1 L5k+ 1
B0 B-2 B-2(DP)
^ ^
+ CLw96 WL6k+ 1 + bL9k+ 1
B. Lateral Predictions
I. State
BO B0 B0 BI B-1 BI B- I B-I BI
Xlk+1 = @11 Xlk + _14 x4 k + $15 x5 k - _11 _1 k
BI B-I B-2 B2 B0 B0
- _13 _3 k 4 _4 k 5 _5 k
B2 B2 BO
x2 = _21 Xl
k+1 k
B2 B3 B-I B3 B-I
+ x + _24 x + _25 x
2 k 4 k 5 k
B3 S-1 B3 B-I B0 B2 B2 BO
- _22 _2 k - _23 _3 k - _24 _4 k- _25k_5
7O
BO B0 130
x = d#31 x I
3k* I k
BO BO BI B- I BI B- I BI B- I
+ 4_33 x _34 x + 4_35 X + _37 x
3 k 4 k 5 k 7 k
B-2 B2
+ Y31 Ucl
k
B-2 B2 BI B-I _ B2 B-2
+ Y32 uC2k + Y w + Y ww31 1 k w33 3k
B2 B-2
+Y w
w34 4 k
BI B-1 B-I BI
+ Y w - _31 _I
w35 5k k
B-2 B2 B0 B0
- _34 _4 k - _35 _5 k
B-I B-1 B0
x = 4_41 Xl
4k+ I k
B-I B0 B0 B-1 B0 B-I B0 B-I
+ $43 x + @44 x + _45 x + @47 x
3 k 4 k 5 k 7 k
B-I B2
+ %'41 Ucl
k
B-3 B2 B0 B-I BI B-2
+ "_42 uC2k + Y w + y ww41 Ik w43 3k
BI B-2 B0 B-I B-2 BI B0 B-I
+ Y w + Y w - -_41 - -_;43
w44 4 k w45 5 k _I k _3k
B-3 B2 B-1 BO
- _44 _4 k - _45 _5 k
B- I B-I B0
x = _51 Xl
5k+I k
B-I B0 B0 B-I BO B-I BO
+ $53 x + _54 x + _55 x + $57
3k 4 k 5 k
B-I
x7 k
B-3 B2 B-3 B2 B0
+ Y51 UClk + Y52 uC2k + Yw51
B-I B0 B-I
w 1 +
k Yw53 W3k
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BI B-2 B0 B-I B-2 BI B0 B-I
+ Y w + Y w - _51 - _53
w54 4k w55 5k _ Ik _3k
B6(DP) B0 B0
x Xl6k+ I ---_61 k
B-2 B2 BO B0 B1 B-I BI B-I
+ _62 x + _)63 x + #64 x + _65 x
2k 3k 4 k 5 k
B6(DP) BI B-I B-2 B2 B-2 B2
+ x + _67 x + u + u
6 k 7 k Y61 cl k Y62 c2 k
BI B-I B2 B-2 B2 B-2
w + y w + y w
+ Yw61 I k w63 3 k w64 4 k
BI B-1
+Y w
w65 5 k
B-I BI BI B-I BI B-I B-2 B2
- _61 _I k- _62 _2 k- _/63 _3 k- _64 _4 k
B0 B0 B-2 B2
- _65 _5 k - _66 _6 k
B-I B-I B-3 B2
x7 = x + u
k+1 7k T72 c2 k
2. Winds
B-I B0 B-I BI B-2
^
= _ w I + _Wl wWlk+1 w11 k 2 2k
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B-2 B-I B-I B0 B-2
^
w2 = _ Wl + _W w
k+1 w21 k 22 2k
B-2 B-I
w = _w33k+I 1
B-I B0 B-2 B0 B-2
wI + w + wk _w32 2k _w33 3k
B-2 B0 B-2
A
W = _ W
4k+ 1 w44 4 k
B-I B-I BI B-2
w = w + #w56 w5k+ I 5 k 6 k
B-2 B0 B-2
= #w66 wW6k+ I 6 k
3. Biases
B0(DP) B0(DP)B0 BO
A A
b_ = b_ + g_ v
k+1 k Ik
B2(DP) B2(DP)B0 B2
A A
b_ = b_k + g_k+% 2k
B-2(DP) B-2(DP) BI B-3
bf = bf + gf _6k
y k+1 Yk Y
4. Measurement Vector
B-3(DP) B-2 B0 B-1 B-1
A A A
Y6k+l = c x + c xx63 3k+ 1 x64 4k+ 1
B-I B-I
+ c x 5
X65 k+l
B-I B-I B-I B-I B0 B-2
A A
+ c x + c w + c w
x67 7k+ 1 w61 lk+ 1 w63 3k+ 1
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B0 B-2 B-I B-I B-2(DP)
^ ^ A
+ c w 4 + c w + b
w64 k+1 w65 5k+I fYk+1
C. Euler Prediction Matrices
B2 B-2
^ ^
sin 0 = sin 8o + XL
cos cos _+I
IB0 1
^ ^
sin _ = sin Xl
cos cos k+ I
sin _ sin I
cos cos 2k+ I
^
I
ES22
^
IEB31 = -sin O
^
lEB32 = sin _ cos 0
I = cos _ cos U
EB33
^ ^ ^
1ES31 = 1EB31 C_ + 1EB33 Sa
o o
IES33 = IEB31 (-S) + IEB33 C
o o
= sin ¢ sin @ sin _ + cos _ cos
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D. Altitude and Path Parameter Prediction
I. Altitude Prediction
If not GSENG, Go to 2.
B0 B0 B0 B-I B0
^ A A A
nL6k+ I = (IEs31 + S_ ) x + Io L2k+ 1 ES31
B-2 B0 B0 B0
A A
+ (I - C_ )
+ XLI CYo ES33 o
k+1
B- 2 B0 B0
x + IES32 x
L 3k+ I 3k+ I
B13 B6(DP) B8
= -XL6 k U o
2. Sideslip Parameters
A
If not LOCE, skip over 8 k and _k computations
B-I
A
B-I w
^ 5k+ I
_k+1 = ^B0
I
ES22
B-I B-I
_k+1 = 8k+I -
B-I B-I
^ A
W - W 5
lk+I k+1
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V. INITIALIZATION
A. Computation of e , @0 0
Uok = calibrated airspeed selected by pilot (knots)
WEITO = empty fuel weight (LBS/10)
B7
WEIGHT
I0---0-0..... WEITO/100 + TFQ/1000
If (Uok _ 127), then
B-6 B-14 B8 B-6(DP)
= 0.000056791 (Uok) - 0.007992711a I
BI B-7 B8 BI(DP)
= -0.003278089 (Uok) + 0.465299649a 2
BI B-7 B8 BI(DP)
b I = -0.003272937 (Uok) + 0.559452617
B8 B0 B8 B8(DP)
b 2 = 0.061661686 (Uok) - 18.39413409
Otherwise
B-6 B-14 B8 B-6(DP)
= .000029097 (Uok) + -0.004475519a I
BI B-7 B8 BI(DP)
= -0.001527618 (Uok) + 0.242989939a 2
BI B-7 B8 BI(DP)
b I = -0.004484078 (Uok) + 0.713267456
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B8 BO B8 B8 ( D P )
b 2 = 0.195679600 (Uok) - 35.41440925
BI B-6 B7 BI
•WEIGHT.
a3 = al ( IO60 ; + a2
B8 BI B7 B8
.WEIGHT.
b3 = bl _ _0-8" J + b2
y = GAMO
o
where GAMO is entered value
o = (a3Yo + b3)
O = _ + y
o o o
B0
S = sin
o
BO
C_ = COS CL
o
o
B0
SY = sin Y
o o
BO
CY = cos Y
o o
B0 B0
c (6,1) = -cos Y
Lx o
B-I B0
CLx (6,2) = -sin _o
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BO BO
CLx(6,3) = cos Y
O
BI
scy = I/cy
O O
BI
T = tan y
Y o
O
B0
S 0 = sin 0
0
0
BO
C_ : cos 0
v 0
0
B8 B7
U = U o (1.6878)O
B-7 BI B8
UOI = I./U
o
B. Computation of T , Th
0 0
(Routine: INIAT)
B-7 B-14 B7 B-7
a I = 0.000034840605 (WEIGHT)1000 - .00201123645
BI B-6 B7 BI
a 2 = .01299031000 (WEIGHT)1000 + .29543500
B-I B-8 B7 B-I
: WEIGHT,
b I -.00245252350 ( 1-0-0-(]) + .2791 23915
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B7 B0 B7 B7
,WEIGHT,
b2 = .405932250 [ 10-60 J - 29.95779350
BI B-7 B8 BI
a 3 = a I Uok + a 2
B7 B- I B8 B7
b 3 = b I Uok + b 2
B5 BI B6 B7
To = a3Yo + b3
B6 BI
Th = 1.51994 T + 5.257256565
o o
I 000 Ibs
where
B6
Y
o
is in deg
C. Glideslope Parameters
ZiN T = 0
JGSC = 0
KFL = 0
eLX6k 0.1 25
bL1 k = 0
b¢ = 0
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D. Plate Parameters
EZ5 : 0
EZ7 = 0
JFlare = 0
AVFK= 0
KFL = 0
T = T
YD "f
0
B- I B6 B-7
AV = -25 UOl
FL
B-2 B5 B-7
AV = 1.25 UOI
FR
B-I(DP) B-3 B-7
AV : (1.25AT) UOI
FD
B6 B13 B-7
h = HFLR UOI
FLR F
B6 B13 B-7
XFL R = XFLR F UOI
B6
hl/2 p
B6 B0 B6
hFL R - Ty XpL R
o
B0 B0
TyT D - T_(
O
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B6 B6 B6
-:-- -- X
Ax f h i/2 P FLR
B6(DP) B0 B6 B6
hf = Tyo (XFL R - 2h 1_p)
BI0 (DP) B6
x = x
FLR FLR
h'' = h''' = 0
ZL6 = 0
hLx3(i) = hLx0i 3
hLx4(i) = hLx0i 4
hLx6(i) = hLxi6
for i = I, 2, 3
E. Wind Parameters
B-1 B8
DT(4) = U
o
B-9
* .00099758
@L5i = -sin Yo _Lli + cos Yo
+sin Yo _L3i
_L2 i
@L6i = -cos Yo _LI i
- sin Y
0
+cos Yo _L3i
_L2i
for i = I, 4 and i = 7,9
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VI. PATHCAPTURECRITERIAANDLOGIC
A. Pre-Capture Equations
B-2 B0
= Asin (sin O)
B0 B0
= Asin (sin _)
Calculate Transformation Matrices LEB and LES according to equations in
Section II. G. and H.
BI B9 B-7
^ A
a •
' = -X UOIX k
BI B9 B-7
^ ^
Y_ = Y UOI
BI B9 B-7
• !
Z_ = -Z UOI
where X, _, and Z are the velocity estimates in the MLS coordinate frame, from
the third order complementary filters in the flight control computer•
B-I B0 BI B0 BI B0 B1 B1
^ ^ ^
, , _U'k = 1ES11Xk + IES21 Yk + IES31Z - 1.0
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B-I B0 BI B0 BI B0 BI
l F _r
_ik = 1ES12 Xk + 1ES22 Yk + 1E.q32 /,,k
B-2 BO BI B0 BI B0 BI
_k IES13 Xk + + IES33
If (GSENG = I) Go to VI. C.
B. Glideslope Capture Criteria
B- 2 B0
-[i
ES31
ZL3 =
k
B0 B0
+ T_, IES11
o
B- I B0 B0 B0 B- I
(I + u_) + (1ES32 + T IES12) _ik ]
o
(I
B0 B0 BO
ES33 + Ty 1ES13
o
) at BI
B-2 B-2 B-2 B-2
A
XLI = XL1 = @ - e°
k k
B-I B-I B-I
XL2k XL2k
B-2 B-2 B-2
^
XL3 k = XL3 k = o k
B-2 B-2
eLx 1 = XL1
k k
B- 2 B9 B- 7 B2
e = V UOI - I
Lx2 k a
B-2 B-2 B-2
eLX3k = o k - ZL3 k
B5 B5 B5
eLX7k = T - T o
_3
B6 B6TH + THLF RF
eLXSk = - Th2 o
B-2
e =s-s
Lx9 k o
B-2 BI B-2 B-2 BI B0 BI
(_L6 k nL6 k) e - - Z' - T_ X'- = SC_ ° LX3k eLxl k o
B6(DP) B0 B25(DP) B8 B2 B-2
h' = T_ - X) / U + aGSC (xGPIP o GSCI eLxl
o
BI B-I
+ aGSC2 e
k LX2k
B2 B-2 B-5 B5 B-6 B6
+ aGSC3 eLX3k + aGSC7 eLX7k + aGSC8 eLXSk
B2 B-2 B2 B-2 B2 B-2
+ aGSC9 eLx9 + aGSC_ (_L6 k - nL6k ) + aGSCZ ZL3
Where
filter•
A
X is the MLS frame x-coordinate estimate from the third order complementary
C. State Initialization
BI0(DP) B25(DP) BS
XL5 = (xGPiP - X) / U °
B6(DP) B6(DP) B25
XL6 = XL6 = -(Z + HTDC) UOI (where Z is the z-coordinate from
the third order complementary filter)
B6(DP) B6(DP)
If-XL6 _ h_s C Go to end of section•
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GSENG = I
uCLI
= 0
B-I 27.4mu/dps B6
YL2 = q (41.74527
(rad/sec)
KFLC = 305
A
WL1 = WL2 = WL3 = WL 6 WL 7 0
B-I B9 B-7 B- I_ B0
WL 4 = (V a UOI- XL2) Pw4
B-I B9 B-7 B2 B-I
^ , (1-Pw 4)
WL 5 = (V a UOI - I - XL2)
B-2(DP) B0 B-2 B-I B-I_ BO V-2
^ +
YL6 = cLx61 xLI + CLx62 xL2 CL_63 xL3
B-2(DP) B0 B-2 B-I
A
YL7 = cLx71 xLI + cLx72
B-I B0 B-2 B-I B-I^ B-I B-I^
^ 4-
XL2 + cLx73 XL3 + cLw74 WL4 cLw75 WL5
B-I(DP) B-I B0 B-I_ B0 B-I^
A
YL8 = XL2 + cLw84 wL4 + cLw85 wL5
B- 2(DP) B0 B-2
A
YL9 = CLx91 xL1
B-I B-I B0 B-2_ B-I B-I
+ +
+ cLx92 XL2 cLx93 XL3 cLW94 WL4
B-I B-I
+ cLW95 WL5
ZL1 = ZL4 = ZL6 = 0
^ ^ ^ ^
bL1 = bL6 = bL7 = bL9 = 0 (DP)
B4 (DP) B25 (DP) BI 6(DP) B27 (Dp) B8 B6 (DP)
A
bL5 = (HBC - h B - HTD C)/U -o XL6
B0 B0 B0 B- I B0 B- 2
^
^ ^
nL6 = (IEs31 + sin _ ) x + i + x
o L2 ES31 L1
B0
cos y
o
B0 B0 B-2 B0
+ (1ES33 - cos _ ) XL3 + LES32
o
D. Localizer Capture Criteria
B-I
Ik
B0 B0 B0
^
----X ----
xl k 1 k
B2 B2 B2
^
X =X =_
2 k 2 k
B0 B-I B- 1
^
X = X =
3 k 3 k I k
B-I B-I B-I B-I
x = x = Pk = P
4 k 4 k
B-I B-I B-I B-I
A
X5k = X5k = r k = r
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B-I B0 B9
^ I
ES21
8k - I [ (Va
ES22
B8
-U )
o
B-7 B-I B-I
UOI - u k] -
I k
B0 B- I
z = -_k
3k
B-I B-I B0
w = _k IES22
5 k
B-I B-I B-I
_k = 8k - w5 k
Y
Loc
B4 B2 B7 B- I B7 B- I
hxl 3 HSUMhx12 _ + ..... 8 +--
A
hxl 6 hxl 6 Ik hxl 6 w5
If (IYI UOI > YLOC ) skip to end.
where
And
Y is the MLS frame y-coordinate from the third order complimentary filter.
HSUM = h
wl 5
LOCE = I
+ h_13 ax33 + h_14ax43 + h_15ax53 + h_16ax63
b# = b_ = bf
Y
= 0
W I = W2= W 3 = W 4 = W 6 = 0
Z I = Z 2 = Z4 = Z 5 = Z 6 = 0,
Z I = Z 2 = 0, JLGN = 0, JPHINT = 0, Ucl = 0,
YlNT = _INT = @INT = 0, CLG N = 305
_7
B6(DP)B25(DP)B8
X = Y / U
6 k o
B-3(DP) B-2B0 B-I B-I B-I B-I B-I B-I
Y6 = cx63 x + cx64 x + cx65 x + cw65 w 5
3 k 4 k 5 k
R8
2. System Flowchart
The order of execution and logic controlling the execution of the
previously presented software equations is shownby the following
flowchart:
YES
Start )
I
i Set Land IReady
NO Return to
Main ProEram
Initialize Parameters
and Compute Trim Values
(Sections V. A., V. B.,
V. D., & V. E.)
I
YES _
Compute Pre-Capture
Equations (Section VI.A.)
lQ
89
90
Compute Glideslope 1
Capture Criteria
(Sections VI.B., VI.C.)
GSENG=I
Turn on G/S
Enunciator
Light
Initialize
Longitudinal
Sna_es (Section VI.C.)
YES
YES
0
YES
0
Compute Localizer
Capture Criteria
(Section VI.D.)
YES
No
ReEurn co
Main Program
LOCE=I
Turn on I
Localizer
Enuncia_ or Light
Initialize I
Lateral States
(Section VI.D.)
I
91
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3. System Gains and Constants
MLS Coordinate Constants
HTD C : -2.79 ft., KZO = 36.2 ft.,
×GPIP = 9500 ft. (531.3 ft. past
Filter Gains
-I
2KN2 -- 2. 3914E-8 ft
_unway threshold)
f
X..
iJ
i
!
2
3
4
.25
1.4527E-3
2
.25
-.012031
1.2069E-3
5
.0956_8
-3. 4226
8.4845E-5 .2 -4.3845E,3
f
W..
ij
l 2 5 6
--.6
J
i
7
2
3
a
5
6
2.5885E-5
-1.7972E-5
-2.49E-4
-8.7187E-5
-5.6022E-4
-3.131E-5
1.7791E-3
-3.3051E-4
4.3609E-4
-1.9265E-5
9.9608E-3
5.4918E-4
-.05
2.351OE-3
-1.7487E-3
1.2606E-4
-.04
-.006
.045303
-.79396
.012412
-.6
-.05
I Jl
i J
I J
i
2 i
3
4 i
5 1
6 I
fLx
Ij
I 3
.25
-5.6338E-4
.052637
2.1 364E-3
-9.483E-3
5.6467E-4
.023912
-2.3153E-3
.11542
-6.6035E-4
4 5
-4.0931E-4
8.3565E-5
.O04
-9.1584E-6
.025
-3.4639E-6
7.0719E-6
8.1997E-5
7.75E-7
1.3681E-3
bL3 I= -.03969, b31 = -.049268, d31 = -.15584
* This value was four times larger than intended due to a coding error.
.ii
6
I -8.6117E-3
2 2.0860E-3
3 .075
4
5 9.6907E-4
6 .061126
fLx..
Ij
7 8 9
-.016195
6.7456E-3
.057774
-5.2891E-4
.01
-I.0994E-3
2.0361E-4
-9.9527E-4
-.054016
.080079
2.0007E-3
.029937
.O13384
fLw..
ij
i
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
-.01996
6. 115E-3
-.019298
-.024322
- .02155
-2. 442E-3
-I .218E-3
7.1874E-4
-2.5455E-4
1.7375E-3
-6.3055E-3
-.012199
-1.8726E-3
-5.5562E-4
-4.8671E-4
1.566E-4
-5.1174E-4
-7.6684E-5
-4.6105E-4
1.7703E-4
-1.9102E-5
I
-4.1189E-5
1.3253E-5
4.3308E-5
-6.4896E-6
-3.9018E-5
1.4982E-5
-1.6166E-6
J
i
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
fLw..
Ij
-.O17505
5.2377E-3
-.016011
-4.7758E-3
-9.7476E-3
1.6052E-3
-4.9444E-4
-.5
.I0634
.01523
-.49933
-.35123
.06
-.02054
8
,2_.3561E-3
2.5579E-3
-6.3083E-3
.05
.05
2.2799E-3
.0015
.31912
-.088826
-.084913
-.45852
-.23454
-.O44586
-.014538
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Lateral Guidance
' , !
2___J I
' .99989
2 1 2.O21E-5
I
i
4 i-3.1003E-3
5 1 6.O534E-4
!
6 i-6.2007E-3
2 3 4 5
-.0208654
4.O46E-3
-.39773
.080836
.099267
.090789
4.228E-4
.82313
-8.2343E-3
-2.6571E-4.099452
*ij
I 2 3 4 5
-7.04 3E-5
.099275
.11301
.97851
4.4398E-5
3
i
J
i
1 .099997
5.05E-7
7. 455E-4
-I .0533E-4
2.01 60E-5
-3. 2244E-4
.I
4.9726E-3
-7.0873E-4
1.3475E-4
.099084
-.020671
4.0361E-3
4.9752E-3
4.6862E-3
-1.4251E-5
7.401E-5
.090885
-4.2768E-3
-9.1995E-6
-9. 1594E-5
4.9817E-3
-4.9163E-3
5.4882E-3
.090996
1.3668E-6
J
i
I
2
3
14
_5
6Li__
.14998
-.069469
a
X..
ij
.99452
-.15584
-4.4602
.80364
1.0
.99869
6.688E-5
7.694E-3
-1.9377
-.092066
-.054654
1.O028
-.99495
1.0274
-.17208
: = -4.a602 d51:,80364d31 -.15584, d41
hF6 = 4.0(cross-track error gain factor limit), YLIM = 30., CCGN = 305
94
Flare
AF.k_ (.C}l;'b)_
AVFH = 1.6blU o
XFLR = 1300.
TyTD = tan(_.6 °) = -.0104723
hLxf = I. 25
3
hLxf 4 = 1.0
hbxf 6 = 1.25
Glideslope
ZL i = 0.,m
KFLC = 305,
CWBI I = -.06947,
DT(2) = -.06947,
AEZ7 = .025
AEZ4 = .05
CWB14
(4 second glLdeslope _ command)
(2 second easy-on for giideslope gains)
= .10453
.99452, CWB16
= .99758, CWB15
0 G = 0
DT(4) = Lu ' _4
aGSC I -- -3.1003, aGSC 2 -- .81128, aGSC 3 -- 1.7019
aGSC 7 = 4.576E-4, aGSC 8 _- 4.0187E-3, aGSC 9 -- 1.0369
aGSC C = -.41860, aGSC Z = O.
Decr'_D
#bLm =
4.8/57.3,
hD C = 250 ft.,
A¢ = O,
AEZI = .003
AEZ = .997
A_ = 0
95
Longitudinal Feedback Gains
J
i 1
1' -4.5
o - 2765
3 -5.253
2 3 4
I .1968
.O3
51.2
2.5107
.1864
-5.509
-2.2
- .25
.26
---Yl
Ii
ITT-7 1.4752
2 _ .04361
13 1692s
6.75E-4
.001
.1661
8
6. 021 3E-3
.O0O18
1.5297
.6357
.001476.3116
hLw
J
2 3 4 5 6 7
-I .5543 .53799"-1'-----"-. 21480
I
2 .O2O956
3_.___, 46.01
.56187
8. 2279E-3
87.964
-.3_370
.0538
-.1112
-1.2630
-.II131
.9008
-.16507
4.3022
•02581 2
-61.038
Jl
i I
I -I .3942
2 '.047738
_L3___._i-61.085
hLz..
ij
2
-1.5164
-.16507
-2.0562
-.61752
-.042866
61.159
3.0523
.47211
-294.24
6
-I. 2555E-5
I. 15E-5
I.9759E-3
-1.7737
-.3678
14.831
96
iJ
hL_ij
I 4 6
3.3246 22.'791
.6271
-296.4
2 3
-10.306 -5.3047
-.7106 -.645
-394.9 291.7
2.053
-382.2
-2.8184
-.2406
60.39
hzp I = 1.3, hzp 2 = .2, hzp 3 = 0
hzT I = .39, hzT 2 = .03, hzT 3 -- -3.5
f = 1.0, a = .24758, GSTAB = .2
C e
Lateral Feedback Gains
IllI 2I .2 I .4988
-2.8358 -I .3958
.2
-2.7222
h
X° .
13
.38965
-.76635
617.12095 •30967
-.I 1293 I .7497
h
W..
13
li Jl I
I -I .5518
2 -I 8656
- .55723
-.29878
.15783
.13922
4
-.34191
.059698
I 5
-I. 5757
-I 761 2
-.73164
.22975
h
_ij
i I 2
I -.57446 -5.6988
3
-5.7242
2 -.19253 6.8307 5.4837
4
-. 1 1086
-.069738
5 6
-.27049 -1.3860
2.4134 1.3
h = .0119,
YlNTI h¢INTI
-- .I,
h_INT I = -.17
n = -.018,
YlNT2
h
INT2
= .03,
h_INT 2 = -.2
97
l,ongi t udLna [ Pred ict ion Ga ins
]7- I
I I
? i
3 ]
i
4 I
5
6
7
I
2
3
4
5
--"--"'--'--2. _
J
li
!7
,
14
15
16
I 2 3 4 7 8 9
-.015639
1.8684E-3
-I.0865E-4
9.6659E-3
0.099444
.99980
-_1.0198E-3
.15721
-6.5006E-3
8.5510E-3
-.068531
-.12826
7.5708E-4
-3.0713E-3
-1.1024E-4
.99530
-.030868
-1.8386E-3
.099383
8.8823E-3
-3.281E-3
8.2595E-3
.93775
-.064a33
-9.7267E-3
.096535
.097642
-3.5892E-4
.095028
.95213
3.1038E-6
-8.4780E-5
2.7694E-5
1.6998E-4
1.2813E-5
5.4485E-4
8.6052E-6
2.016E-7
.95123
2.773E-7
2.5566E-6
6.9OE-8
8.2527E-6
8.58E-8
2.3E-9
.029067
2 3 4 5 7
.097995
.96010
7.9749E-3 .84278
.97995
.I
3.235E-3
I.b354E-5
8. 5789E-3
.064114
2.7788E-5
2.6995E-4
-3. 3792E-4
-J_._ 188E-3
-.035110
-6.3103E-3
-1. 8787E-5
-t .7695E-3
-4.5252E-4
-3.8148E-3
-.037206
-8.5636E-3
6.8865E-6
1.8570E-31
3.2577E-3
-8.7060E-3
.058680
.063888
-7.2950E-4
2.7373E-3
-.010182
-9.6881E-6
-.018012
2.20189
4.1289E-5
-3.9796E-4
98
i
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
J
i
I
5
6
7
9
J
i
I 2 3
-4.9041E-3
-4.6466E-6
-8.671 3E-3
-.097244
I.9865E-5
-I .91 46E-4
-3.4083E-3
-5.36E-7
-7. 4093E-4
-.010182
I.3909E-6
-I. 3392E-5
.I
7.0E-9
8.56E-8
2.0E-IO
2.773E-7
•2.2OE-9
I.OE-IO
I.4655E-3
I 3 4 5
.O1
9.4839E-4
2.8373E-3
2.75E-4
7.9932E-4
-5.6467E-5
6.6035E-5
3.6467E-5
8.4248E-5
-5.OE-5
4.0931E-6
-.007
-.005
-1.5OE-5
-4.6405E-6
3. 464E-7
.OO7
-8.5732E-6
O.0
-3.927E-7
fLb.
lJ
6 7 8 9
8.6117EZ4" 1.6195E-3
-6.1126E-3
.008
-1.5E-4
-2.5528E-4
.0
-7.2859E-3
•O05
-5.1751E-4
-1.0E-
9.9527E-5
5.6910E-5
9.276
-.002
-.001
-1.3384E-3
-6.O10E-3
I.O25E-5
.0O5
99
J
i 1
l .I
2 -7.8267E-4
3 9.0313E-5
4 -4.7998E-6
5 4.9638E-_
6 -4.9724E-3
_L
J
2 3 5 6
-3.9831E-6
.099767
-I .5581E-3
-I. I024E-4
4.9704E-3
4.7001E-4
-I. I037E-4
4.1728E-4
.09612
-3.2912E-3
-4.9831E-4
4.8749E-4
1.0
.I
CLx.
ij
J
i
6
9
l Jl
I
I
8 I
-.99a52
.Ol 793
-.i B2
.i0453
-.31778
-/045824
- .63909
- .069469
.088223
3
' .99452
-.60698
.085245
.00242
0.O
-.2401E-4
1.7480E-3 _
OLw,
ij
l 3 4 5 6
.055650 -.35918 .57044
.99758
-.039791
-.37948
.99452
-.036662
.10453
-.089568
.082499
0.0
Lateral Prediction Gains
---.-f
J
i
I
O
t_
3
5
16
.99989
2.021E-5
.014861
-3.1003E-3
6.0534E-4
-6.2007E-3
_ij
3 4 5 7
.98028
-.39773
.080836
.099267
.090789
-4 2280E-4
1 81 61E-3
8231 3
-8.2343E-3
-2 6571E-4
-7.043E-5
.099274
-.097702
.11301
.97851
4.4398E-5
7.3540E-3
.055371
-.068410
1.8951E-4
100
--#7
!
l
2
3
4
5
6
I
.099997
7. 455E-4
-I ,0533E-4
2.0160E-5
-3.2244E-4
.I
-7.O873E-4
1.3475E-4
.099084
4.0361E-3
4.9752E-4
4.6862E-3
-1.4251E-5
7.4OIE-5
.090885
-4.2768E-4
9.1995E-6
-9.1594E-5
4.9817E-3
-4.9163E-3
5.4882E-3
.O98996
1.3668E-6 .l
ij
I 2
-2 .'3897E-3 3 .'I'Il8"E-4
.33692
.02741 2
-9.4793E-5
2.9439E-3
-3.4310E-3
6.3812E-6
.I
Jl
I
I
I
2 l
3
4
I
5
I
j6
.99978
-4.4207E-3
-4•9246E-4
2 4
.097897
.95817
• 2O815 .78720
•83572
l.O
I 6
.099750
.99501
101
----7
J
i !
3 i -.019723
4 -.39773
5 i .080836
6 -7.3323E-4
Y
ij
1.4934E-3
.079826
-.017985
1.9287E-5
9.702E-4
-.18276
-7.022E-3
%.4773E-5
-.019723
-.39773
.080836
-7.3323E-4
g = .001, g. = .001,
x63 x64
c : 5.0496E-3, c
x65 x67
c - .15584, c
w61 w63
c = 7.3249E-3, c
w65 w65
gf : .035
Y
= 7. 69431']-5
= .039501
= 5. 5719E-3
- .15584
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APPENDIX B
MLS SIGNAL PROCESSING
The Microwave Landing System (MLS) used in the flight tests provided three
signals from which the aircraft's position, relative to the MLS installation, could
be determined. Two signals were from the MLS angle receiver--azimuth angle relative
to runway centerline (+60 degrees coverage) updated at 13.3 Hz and elevation angle
relative to the local level at the elevation antenna site (I to 20 degrees coveraqe)
updated at 40 Hz. The third signal was from the MLS DME receiver representinq the
distance or range to the DME antenna site and was updated at approximately 20 Hz.
The location of these MLS ground antenna sites is shown in figure B1. Using these
signals, the aircraft position in x-, y-, and z-coordinates relative to an origin at
the MLS azimuth antenna phase center was computed as follows (see fig. BI):
The range, R, to the origin was computed using the equation
R = R - sin AZ + R
m YDME o
where R was the MLS DME receiver measurement, y the DME ground antenna
m a constant accounting for they-coordinate, AZ the MLS azimuth measurement, and _ME
x-coordinate of the DME ground antenna, XDME, and c_ble length bias, R c between
the aircraft's antenna and the MLS DME recelver. R is given as
o
R = - R
o XDME c
The equations for the x-, y-, and z-coordinates are
x = g (g2 _ h)I/2
y = -R sin AZ
z E = ZE£ + tan E£ _x - XE£)
2 2
+ (y - yE£)
where XEZ , YE_' and z £ are the coordinates of the MLS ground elevation antenna's
phase center ana g and hEare defined as
2
g = XE£ sin E£
2 2 2 2 2 2
h = (XE£ + yE£) sin 2 E£ + y - R cos E£ - 2y YE£ sin E£
where E£ is the elevation angle measurement.
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Whenthe aircraft approaches the touchdown point on the runway, the elevation
£[gnal from the MLSbecomesinvalid due to the aircraft flying out of the elevation
coverage (the antenna siting is usually 250 to 400 feet from the runway centerline
_,nd800 to 1000 feet from the threshold; a nominal touchdownpoint is on the order of
1500 feet). Thus, the altitude information provided by the elevation signal was
replaced by an alternate measurement, radar altitude (hR). The x-, y-, and
z-coordinates were computedwhen using h R as
z h
R
Pitch Runway Slope
Correction Correction
^
= h R + hR1 - 0.388 - 0.0023 (X - Xo )
R 2x : (I - sin 2 AZ) - z
y = -R sin AZ
where hR1 is a constant to transform the radar^altitude measurement to the roof
antenna, @ is the pitch attitude in degrees, X is an estimate of the x-coordinate
from the third-order complementary filter to be described later and x o is a con-
stan_. The values used for hR1 and x ° were, respectively, 8.86 and 8049.5 feet.
If x was less than x the runway correction was not used.
o
The switch from El to h R occurred when the aircraft crossed over the runway
threshold according to
if X < 9630 feet (approx. 400 feet from threshold) use h R .
When the above logic became true, the z-coordinate computed from h R was entered
into the calculations through an easy-on with a 2 second turn-on time. The equation
[or the z-coordinate transition is
z a +(I -_) z
: ZhR E
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where e goes from 0 to I during the transition, z is the z-coordinate computed
from hR, and z E is the z-coordinate computed fro_ R E£.
The above equations will give the x-, y-, and z-coordinates values of the air-
craft's receiving antenna in the MLS coordinate frame. In general, control of the
aircraft's center-of-gravity or c.g. position relative to some desired flight is
desired. Thus, given the position of the aircraft's antenna the coordinates of the
aircraft's c.g. position were determined as
cg = Y + TMB Ya
z
L_Cqj za
where TMB is an F,ul_r transformation matrix which tranqforms a vector in the air-
craft's1 body coordinatr_ to the MLH r:oordin,_tea and Xa, Ya' and z l aro th_ body
a×iH coordlnatc_ of th_ aircraft's MLf_ r_ceivinq antonn_,. Th_ aircraft's; ML,% .nt_.nn,i
w_:_ mounted abow_ the cockpit on the roof of the aircraft resu]tinq in coordinates
defined as x = -35.05, Ya = 0.83, z = 6.07 (the positive direction of thea a
antenna vector was from the aircraft antenna to the c.g.). T B is computed using
the attitude measurements--pitch, roll, and true heading (yaw_. The coordinates,
Xcg, Ycg' and Zcg , were input directly to the DIALS innovation equations.
The x , y , and z coordinates were also input to three third-order
cg cg c
complementary filters--all i_entical and one for each coordinate axis. The form of
these filters is shown in figure B2. The filters were developed for MLS processing
(ref. 9) and were a part of the baseline software of the test vehicle. The filters
provided estimates of the aircraft's position a_d v_locity in the MLS coordinate
frame. The position coordinate estimates are X, Y, and Z. The velocity estimate
of the MLS z-coordinate axis was designated as hML s which replaced the barometric
altitude rate in DIALS during the flight tests.
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APPENDIX C
ALPHA BETA FILTERS
Software filters were used in the flight control computers to provide filtering
for the three body-mounted accelerometer measurements, in addition to that Drovided
by the standard hardware input filters. These filters, activated on one run of the
flight test data presented, were executed each minor frame or data input cycle of the
flight control computer, that is, every 6.144 msec. The same filter was used for
each of the three accelerometer measurements and thus the equations for each filter
are the same. The equations for this filter are given as
X -- (I - C_ ) X + _" X
n f Pn n
x = + (x - Xpn)n Xn-1 Sf/T n
^
Xpn+1 = x + T xn n
where x is the measurement, x is the estimate or filtered value, and x is an
n n
estimatenof the rate of change of^the measured value. The filter is initialized by
setting Xpn equal to Xn and Xn_ I equal to zero. The values of the filter
constants were
of = 0.13
_f : 0.009037
T = 0.006144 sec
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Figure 4. Localizer Capture & Track
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(b) 30 ° Intercept Capture
Figure 4. Continued
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(c) 40 ° Intercept Capture
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Figure 4. Continued
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(d) 50 ° Intercept Capture
Figure 4. Concluded
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Figure 5. Crosswind Capture From the Left Side of the Runway &
Wind Shear Encounter
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Figure 6. Crosswind Capture From Right Side of Runway
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(a) Tracking Variables
118 Figure 7. Localizer Tracking in High Crosswinds and GuBt Condltlon8
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(b) Control & Tracking Variables
Figure 7. Concluded 119
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(a) Measurement Variables
1 20 Figure 8. 3° Glideslope Capture, Track, and Flare
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(b) Path and Control Variables
Figure 8. Concluded
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(a) Measurement Variables
122 Figure 9. 4° Clideslope Capture, Track, and Flare
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(b) Path and Control Variables
Figure 9. Concluded
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(a) Measurement Variables
124 Figure i0. 4.5 ° Glideslope Capture, Track, and Flare
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(b) Path and Control Variables
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(a) Measurement Variables
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Figure ii. 5° Glideslope Capture, Track, and Flare
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(b) Path and Control Variables
Figure ii. Continued
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(c) Thrust and Throttle Variables
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Figure Ii. Concluded
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Figure 12. 3° Glideslope Capture for Aircraft Descending at Capture
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Figure 13. 4.5 ° Glideslope Capture for Aircraft Climbing at Capture
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(a) Measurement VarlabZes
Figure 14. 4.5 ° Olideslope Capture, Track, & Flare for Mild Winds
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(b) Path and Control Variables
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Figure 14. Continued
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